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1. Introduction 
Welcome to the School of Physics and Astronomy at the University of Nottingham. 

In this handbook, we seek to provide the information that you will need as a student on one of the 

various undergraduate degree courses that we teach.  The first part of the handbook provides a 

general overview of the School and how things work here, while the subsequent appendices 

contain more detailed information on course content, support, and various rules and 

regulations.  We hope that most circumstances are covered in this short guide, but there will 

always be more unusual issues that arise, so you may also need to consult the definitive set of 

policies in the University Quality Manual occasionally; it can be found online at  

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/aboutthequalitymanual.aspx.  

We recommend that you read the main text of this handbook as soon as possible, to get a broad 

overview of the School and how you will study here, but also suggest that you keep this booklet 

handy so that you can look up the more detailed information in the appendices when you need 

it.  You can also find this handbook online via the year pages on Moodle, and it is worth checking 

there periodically, as we keep the online version updated with any changes that we have to make 

during the course of the year. 

We very much hope you enjoy your time studying in the School of Physics and Astronomy, and 

that you find this handbook helpful. If you have any comments or suggestions for improvement, 

please pass them on to your tutor, to me, or by email to Wendy Brennan 

(wendy.brennan@nottingham.ac.uk).                

Professor Michael Merrifield 

Head of School 

*Information specific to the Chemistry and Molecular Physics course is issued separately.  

Moodle 

Much of the information that you will need about the school and your course can be found via the 

University’s virtual learning environment Moodle.  

The School’s general community Moodle page can be found at:  

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=40323  

Year-specific Moodle pages can be found at 

Year 1 http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56702  

Year 2 http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56703  

Year 3 http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56706  

Year 4 http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56707  

2. About the school 
To begin with, it is worth saying a few words about the breadth of activities that go on within the 

school. We are an academic community focussing on the study of physics. This means that we 

carry out research at the forefront of knowledge in the subject, train the researchers of the future 

and provide an environment for our students to acquire the knowledge and skills of a professional 

physicist. We also communicate the fruits of our research and scholarship to the academic 

community and to the broader public. 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/aboutthequalitymanual.aspx
mailto:wendy.brennan@nottingham.ac.uk
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=40323
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56702
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56703
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56706
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=56707
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We run a range of undergraduate programmes, some in collaboration with other Schools. This 

handbook is intended to be used by students for whom Physics is the lead School. These are the 

B.Sc. and M.Sci. programmes in: Physics; Mathematical Physics; Physics with Theoretical 

Physics; Physics with Theoretical Astrophysics; Physics with Medical Physics; Physics with 

Nanoscience; Physics with Astronomy; Physics with European Language, the B.Sc. course in 

Physics and Philosophy the M.Sci. in Physics with Science Education (QTS) and, new for this year, 

B.Sc. and M.Sci. Physics with a Year in Industry. We also contribute to the Chemistry & Molecular 

Physics programmes and the Physics strand of the Nottingham Natural Science programmes.  

At the postgraduate level we contribute to the M.Sc. in Gravity, Particles and Fields as well as 

offering opportunities for students to undertake research degrees such as M.Sc., M.Res. and, most 

commonly, PhD. The taught components of these programmes are underpinned by MPAGS 

(Midlands Physics Alliance Graduate School) which provides a comprehensive set of PG courses 

across the Universities of Birmingham, Nottingham and Warwick. 

We have a very substantial outreach programme which aims to enhance the public appreciation 

and understanding of science. In addition to the highly successful Sixty Symbols project, we have a 

well-developed programme of public talks and school visits which involve staff and students in 

“spreading the word” about Physics. 

Our research covers a broad range of physics and involves interdisciplinary links with 

Mathematics, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Medicine and Engineering.  We loosely divide our research 

activities into the following areas. 

Astronomy – The primary focus of our research at Nottingham is to understand the formation and 

evolution of galaxies. Galaxies form the building blocks of the observable universe, and we can 

now observe galaxies as they were up to 13 billion years back in time. How did they form, and how 

did they evolve to produce the variety of phenomena we see today? 

Condensed Matter Theory – Our research aims to investigate the many ways that complex 

ordering and dynamics emerges in system with many particles. There is a strong focus on 

quantum dynamics in nanoscale systems and dynamics in glassy and granular systems. Our work 

has strong links with the experimental condensed matter and ultra-cold atom groups. 

Experimental Condensed Matter and Nanoscience – Condensed matter research in Nottingham 

covers a diverse range of topics, including the manipulation of single atoms and molecules, the 

optical, electronic and mechanical properties of nanostructures, semiconductor physics, 

spintronics, quantum fluids, polymers and the dynamics of granular matter. 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Spectroscopy – Magnetic resonance imaging was 

developed here by Sir Peter Mansfield in the 1980s. The Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance 

Centre (SPMMRC) was established in 1991. The centre has been conducting research into 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) since Sir Peter Mansfield’s pioneering work in the early 

1970s. Sir Peter is still an Emeritus Professor at the University today.  

Particle Theory – Broadly speaking, particle theory is the study of the fundamental forces and 

particles of nature. Our research interests include particle cosmology, string cosmology and 

modified gravity, with special emphasis on the physics of the early universe and more recently, 

dark matter and dark energy.  

Ultracold Atoms and Quantum Optics – The Ultracold Atoms Group is the youngest group in the 

School of Physics and Astronomy. We have several laboratory setups with atomic gases very 
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close to absolute zero temperature and are pursuing a programme that aims to develop atom chip 

devices. We have very strong links with the Condensed Matter Theory group. 

All of our academic staff are involved in at least one of these areas where they lead the activities of 

teams of postdoctoral research fellows, postgraduate students, technicians and also 

undergraduate students through projects and summer placements. All academic staff are actively 

involved in our undergraduate programmes, but so are many of our research fellows, postgraduate 

students and technicians.  

Geography of the School 

The School occupies three buildings on the University Park campus.  

The main Physics building (building 22 on the campus map) houses the teaching laboratories, 

computer rooms and lecture theatres as well as the research laboratories and staff offices for those 

in the theoretical and experimental condensed matter, nanoscience and ultra-cold atom groups. At 

one end of the building is the University Park East Student Support Centre 

The Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre (SPMMRC) is building 18 on the campus 

map and houses the laboratories and offices of staff in the Magnetic Resonance Imaging and 

Spectroscopy group. 

The Centre for Astronomy and Particle Physics (CAPT) is building 25 on the campus map and 

houses the offices of staff in the Astronomy and Particle Theory groups. 
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3. Key Staff In the School 

Head of School 

The Head of School has overall responsibility 

for all aspects of the running of the school. 

His role is to make sure that all the staff in the 

school are working together to make the 

student experience as rewarding and enjoyable 

as possible.  

Prof Michael Merrifield 

works on Extra-Galactic 

Astronomy. 

 

 

Tel: 15186 

Office: B106b CAPT 

Email: michael.merrifield@nottingham.ac.uk 

Deputy Head of School  

The Deputy Head of School assists the Head of 

School in all aspects, but has specific 

responsibilities for the undergraduate 

programmes. 

Prof John Owers-Bradley 

works on magnetic 

resonance and ultra-low 

temperature physics.  

 

Tel: 15148 

Office: C149 

Email: john.owers-

bradley@nottingham.ac.uk 

School Manager 

The school manager is responsible for running 

non-academic aspects of the school including 

finances, the environment, and managing 

technical and administrative staff. Together with 

Dr Richard Hill and Dr Richard Campion, he 

also organises our programme of careers 

events. 

Mr Shaun Beebe was 

originally a chemist but then 

made a highly successful 

career in the police force 

before joining the school. 

 

tel: 15175           

Office: B124 

email: shaun.beebe@nottingham.ac.uk 

Senior Tutor  

The Senior Tutor is responsible for the 

organisation of the personal tutoring 

arrangements within the school. This includes 

oversight of all non-academic support within the 

school. 

Above all, he is here for students who are 

having problems: either directly or by giving 

advice to their tutor. 

Dr Keith Benedict works on 

the theory of quantum 

phenomena in 

nanostructures and other 

condensed matter systems. 

 

tel: 15128 

Office: C148 

email: 

keith.benedict@nottingham.ac.uk 

Special Tutor to Women Students 

 

 

Dr Janette Dunn is a 

condensed matter theorist 

whose main interest is the 

physics of fullerene 

molecules. 

Tel: 15135           

Office: C138 

Email: 

janette.dunn@nottingham.ac.uk 

 

mailto:richard.bowtell@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:john.owers-bradley@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:john.owers-bradley@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:shaun.beebe@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:keith.benedict@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:janette.dunn@nottingham.ac.uk
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Year Organisers 

The year organisers are responsible for the day-to-day running of the academic side of the 

undergraduate programmes, including the regular coursework linked to the core modules. 

Year 1 
Prof Anne Green 

works at the 

interface of particle 

physics and 

cosmology. 

 

 
Tel: 67902 

Office: B107 CAPT 

Email: anne.green@nottingham.ac.uk 

Prof Susan Francis 

works on Magnetic 

Resonance imaging.  

 

 

 
Tel: 66518 

Office: MR13 

Email: 

susan.francis@nottingham.ac.uk  

Year 2 
Dr James Sharp is 

an experimentalist 

who works in the 

area of soft 

condensed matter 

 
Tel: 15142 

Office C135 

Email: 

james.sharp@nottingham.ac.uk 

Dr Kevin Edmonds 

works on 

nanomagnetism and 

spintronics. 

 

 
Tel: 67058 

Office C132 

Email: 

kevin.edmonds@nottingham.ac.uk 

Year 3 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Andrew Armour works 

on the quantum dynamics 

of nanostructures. 

 
Tel: 15127 

Office C136 

email: 

andrew.armour@nottingham.ac.u

k 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof Ed Copeland is 

interested in the nature of 

Dark Energy and the 

astronomical evidence for 

string theories. 
Tel: 15164 

Office: CAPT B106a  

email: 

edmund.copeland@nottingham.a

c.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof Peter Beton works on 

nanoscience including the 

growth and properties of 

graphene.  
Tel: 15129 

Office: C400 

Email: 

peter.beton@nottingham.ac.uk 

Year 4 
Prof John Owers-Bradley works on 

magnetic resonance and ultra-low 

temperature physics. 

 

 

  
Tel: 15148 

Office: C149 

Email: john.owers-bradley@nottingham.ac.uk 

mailto:anne.green@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:susan.francis@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:james.sharp@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:kevin.edmonds@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:andrew.armour@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:andrew.armour@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:edmund.copeland@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:edmund.copeland@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:peter.beton@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:john.owers-bradley@nottingham.ac.uk
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Mathematical Physics Course 

Organiser 

The Mathematical Physics programme 
is organised jointly by the School of 
Physics and Astronomy and the School 
of Mathematical Sciences. The course 
organiser oversees the day-to-day 
running of the course. 
 

 

Dr. Mike Swift is a condensed matter 
theorist who works on the dynamics of 
granular matter. 
 
Tel 15134        
Office: C134 
Email: michael.swift@nottingham.ac.uk 

Joint Honours Course Organiser 

The Physics and Philosophy 
programme is organised jointly by the 
School of Physics and Astronomy and 
the Department of Philosophy in the 
School of Humanities. The course 
organiser oversees the day-to-day 
running of the course. 
 

Prof Alfonso Aragon-Salamanca is an 
astronomer with an interest in 
extragalactic phenomena. 
 
Tel: 16230           
Office CAPT B106 
Email:alfonso.aragon@nottingham.ac.uk 

Examination Officers 

The examination officers, in conjunction 
with the year organisers, are 
responsible for the preparation of exam 
papers, the organisation of 
assessments within the school and the 
accurate processing of final marks. 
They also liaise with the external 
examiners who assure that the 
standard of our qualifications is 
comparable to those of other Russell 
Group universities. 

Prof Tony Kent is a condensed matter 
experimentalist who works on terahertz 
acoustics. 
 
Tel: 15143           
Office: C146 
Email: anthony.kent@nottingham.ac.uk 

 
 
 

Dr. Mike Swift is a condensed matter 
theorist who works on the dynamics of 
granular matter. 
 
Tel 15134        
Office: C134 
Email: michael.swift@nottingham.ac.uk 

Placements Officer  

The placement’s officer assists 
students in securing placements in 
physics based or physics related 
industries. These can be placements 
for the summer vacation between 
stages of the course or full year 
placements for students who opt to take 
a year out from their programme or who 
are on the new Physics with a Year In 
Industry programmes. 

Ms. Olga Fernholz 
 
Tel: 86720 
Office: C400b 
Email: olga.fernholz@nottingham.ac.uk 

  

mailto:michael.swift@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:alfonso.aragon@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:anthony.kent@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:michael.swift@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:olga.fernholz@nottingham.ac.uk
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Teaching Fellows 

We have four specialist teaching fellows who play a key role in the laboratory and workshop 
sessions and the organization of coursework associated with the core modules in years 1-3. 

Brian Devine Moustafa Gharamti Grenvill Ireson 
Deborah Varley 

Student Services Staff 

Sharon Meeks is our 
in-school assessment 
manager. 
 
 
Tel: 0115 95 13082 
Office: C7 
Email: 
Sharon.Meeks@nottingha
m.ac.uk 

Melanie Stretton is 
our dedicated in-
school administrator 
and she will be your 
first port of call for all 
UG inquiries. 
Tel: 0115 95 15183  
Office: C7 
Email: 
melanie.stretton@nottingh
am.ac.uk  

  

Amy Langmead is our 
welfare officer, she is 
there to give guidance 
and support to 
students. 
Tel: 07773 033985 
Office: C301 
Email: 
amy.langmead@nottingha
m.ac.uk  
 

Chris Jones is the 
Careers Advisor for 
Physics students 
 
 
 
Email:  
c.jones@nottingham.ac.uk  

 

Technical Staff 

The technical staff, managed by Dr Phil Hawker, help to run the teaching laboratories. They are here to 
help you with setting up equipment etc. You may also interact with them during your project. 

 
Dr Phil Hawker 

Teaching Facilities 
Manager 

 
Ms Denise Watt 

Year 1 Lab 

 
Mr Paul Munday 

Year 2 Lab 

 
Mr Matthew Young 

Project Lab 

mailto:Sharon.Meeks@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:Sharon.Meeks@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:melanie.stretton@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:melanie.stretton@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:amy.langmead@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:amy.langmead@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:c.jones@nottingham.ac.uk
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 Other key staff 

Your personal tutor 

Your personal tutor is your key contact within the school. Apart from periods of study leave, you 

will have the same personal tutor for your entire course. Your tutor is your first port of call for any 

academic, pastoral or general concerns or enquiries.  

They can advise you on a whole range of issues that may arise during your time in the school 

including: 

 what to do if you are ill; 

 what to do if you want to change course or interrupt your study; 

 how to improve your study skills; 

 how to access the University's specialist support services 

Your tutor will help to guide you through any issues relating to University regulations and, 

ultimately, write you a reference when you apply for employment. 

Project Supervisor 

In your third year (and for M.Sci. students your fourth year) you will carry out a project. Your 

guide in this will be a member of academic staff who will help you plan, carry out and write up 

the project. 

Your supervisor will expect to see you at least once a week. He or she can offer advice and, 

sometimes, a bit of practical assistance. Your supervisor will also be someone you will want to 

approach to write you a reference at the end of your course. 

Postgraduate Students 

There are around 110 postgraduate research students in the School, mostly studying for a PhD. 

They carry out research in many areas of Physics and Astronomy.  

In addition to their research, many postgrads act as teaching assistants. You will come across 

them in the laboratories and in problems classes. They will also mark some of your coursework.  

4. Teaching and learning  
All of our courses are modular. Each year you will take a number of modules, some will last for the 

full year, some for only a single semester. In the fourth year of the Physics M.Sci. courses, some 

modules are even more concentrated. Each module carries a number of credits that is related to 

the workload involved. You must take 120 credits in each year of the course with no more than 70 

in a single semester. Each module is a self-contained block of teaching, learning and assessment 

but, of course, given the nature of the subject, there are many inter-connections between them. 

Reinforcing the integrated nature of the subject is one of the purposes of the tutorial system. 

Exactly which modules you take will depend on the course you are on but most allow some 

flexibility to choose options in later years. Normally, this will include the flexibility to take 10-credits 

per semester from another school. The exact set of modules that you must take and the options 

available can be found at 

http://programmespec.nottingham.ac.uk/nottingham/asp/course_search.asp. 

http://programmespec.nottingham.ac.uk/nottingham/asp/course_search.asp
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A typical day for an undergraduate physics student might include a number of lectures, a practical 

session (either experimental or computational) a problems class/workshop and maybe a tutorial. 

The rest of the working day will probably be spent working individually or in a small group doing 

reading, expanding your notes and attempting to solve problems. This section aims to provide a 

brief guide to each of these activities.  

Attendance at all scheduled sessions except for lectures is compulsory and non-attenders will be 

required to explain their absence. Lecture attendance is not strictly compulsory but is, of course, 

highly recommended. 

Lectures 

Lectures are the most traditional aspect of undergraduate learning. They are an effective means of 

providing an overview of a topic and of showing how ideas work in practice. Lecture sessions may 

include some demonstrations and some examples of problem solving. Most lecturers provide 

supporting material online, often including their notes, but you should get into the habit of making 

your own notes as well. Don't fall into the trap of letting lectures become a passive experience – 

you will get much more from them if you prepare for them beforehand and actively engage. Don't 

be afraid to ask questions.  

Problem classes/workshops 

Workshops are sessions in which you can work through graded sets of problems under the 

watchful eye of academic staff and postgraduate demonstrators who have been trained to help 

you. That doesn’t mean they’ll tell you the answers to the problems, at least not straight away. 

Instead, they’ll give you guidance on how to solve the problems for yourself which, in the long term, 

is much more useful. 

Practical classes 

Practical sessions give you hands-on experience of doing experiments in the lab so that you 

develop experimental technique, learn to use specialised equipment and how to effectively record 

results and analyse their significance. 

Academic tutorials 

These are weekly, one-hour sessions in year one in which small groups of first-year students 

(usually five) meet with their tutor. These sessions aim to: 

 support learning of the material in the core modules,  

 link the different modules together and place them in a broader context, and  

 help students acquire and refine good study skills and a degree of professionalism. 

There will also be a small number of group tutorials in year 2. 

Individual study 

Lectures provide the framework for your learning; it's up to you to put in the work to fill in the detail 

by expanding your lecture notes by reading and discussing the material with your peers and tutors. 

You will also need to spend time practising using the ideas and techniques to solve problems. 

Moodle (https://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk ) 

Moodle is our virtual learning environment. Most of the information about the modules you will be 

taking can be found there. The information on Moodle will be there for you to access until you 

graduate, so you can always look back for details of modules that you took in previous years. 

https://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/
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Lancet (http://lancet-physics.nottingham.ac.uk ) 

Lancet is our coursework management system. You will be able to print off cover sheets for all 

coursework submitted on paper. Lancet will also allow you to see a record of the marks that you 

have obtained. 

Timetable  

You can access your individual timetable online at https://timetabling.nottingham.ac.uk/default.aspx  

5. Assessment 
We will assess how well you've understood the material and how well you can use it to solve 

problems and how well you've developed your skills in a variety of ways. The most common types 

of assessment are described below. 

Coursework 

Core Coursework 

In years one to three we have a centrally coordinated coursework programme linked to the core 

modules. In years one and two you will receive a coursework booklet at the start of each semester. 

The coursework for each week (except for MATLAB tasks) should be written on good quality paper 

and contain detailed explanations of how you arrived at your answers. Coursework should be 

submitted, before the deadline, to the appropriate box in the entrance to the University Park East 

Support Centre. For each set of coursework, you should print out the appropriate coversheet from 

Lancet and attach it to your answers.  

Model answers to core coursework are published on Moodle 7 days after the deadline. 

Consequently, late submission is not allowed except where there are extenuating circumstances. 

Marked core coursework will be returned to your Tutor within 15 working days of the deadline. Your 

tutor will be able to expand on the written feedback on the marked work and help you with 

improving your problem solving skills. 

Other Coursework 

Some option modules in years 1-3 and all modules in year 4 will also have coursework 

components. For each module you will be provided with an information sheet in the first lecture that 

will describe all the assessments including how work is to be submitted, what are the deadlines 

and what penalties will be imposed for late submission. Usually, the penalty will be a 5% deduction 

per working day the work is late up to a cut-off date, but you should check for each assessment. 

Lab diaries and reports 

In each laboratory, you will be expected to keep a lab diary in which you record everything you do 

including notes of how you performed measurements, what you observed, your data, and your 

analysis. These will be marked regularly. You will also be expected to write formal reports on a 

number of experiments. You will be provided with a copy of the School’s Style Guide which will 

explain how we expect reports to be laid out and how we want you to reference other people’s 

work. 

Exams 

Exams are the main way in which we assess the theory modules. In each exam, you will choose 

from a limited range of questions. Each question will typically require you to explain some concepts 

http://lancet-physics.nottingham.ac.uk/
https://timetabling.nottingham.ac.uk/default.aspx
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from the module and to solve a problem using the ideas and techniques learned. You should aim 

to write clear answers, including explanations of how you go about solving problems. 

To help you prepare for exams, we provide access to copies of examination papers and model 

answers from the previous two years (see section 8 below). 

Generic feedback on the exams is published once they have been marked. Individual feedback is 

available to any student from the person who marked it (see section 8 for more information).  

Fourth Year 

In the fourth year, small groups of students are required to prepare and deliver seminar sessions. 

You will be assessed on both the content and the delivery of your presentation and usually on how 

well you have worked together as a group. You will also be expected to write review articles, carry 

out mini-projects as well as submit answers to task sheets.

6. Personal & Academic Development & Support  
Prior to your arrival at Nottingham, you will be assigned a personal tutor and, barring occasional 

leaves of absence, he or she will remain your tutor for your entire course. (See appendix G for the 

School’s tutoring statement). Your personal tutor will also act as your academic tutor in Years 1 & 

2. Each tutor has a shadow who can take over from them if they are away from the University. You 

can find a list of tutors and their shadows on the Physics Community Moodle Page. 

Academic Tutorials 

During the first year, each tutor will meet their tutees as a group once a week for academic tutoring 

sessions which are designed to support the material taught in the core lectures as well as some 

aspects of academic development. The first year coursework booklet will contain some suggested 

activities for each week’s session but exactly how these are used will be up to you and your tutor. 

You will gain the most benefit from these sessions if you do some preparatory work beforehand. 

For example, you should look at the tutorial problems in the coursework booklet, identify any 

concepts or calculations on which you are unclear or topics about which you would like to learn 

more. Having done that work in advance you will be able to contribute actively to the tutorial 

session. 

In year 2 there are fewer group tutorials and these are focussed on professional & academic 

development activities but your tutor is still there to provide you with academic support. In year 3, 

the specialist nature of the options means that you will be expected to seek direct academic 

support from module convenors rather than your tutor. In the later years your interaction with your 

tutor will become more and more focussed on their role in your personal and professional 

development & support. 

The role of the personal tutor 

As part of the School’s student support, development and personal tutoring programme all 

personal tutors in the University of Nottingham are expected to support, encourage and guide their 

tutees’ development so that all students are supported in maximising their academic potential, 

personal development and professional and employability skills acquisition throughout their time at 

Nottingham. Personal tutors can enable their tutees to achieve this degree of development by 

helping their tutees to regularly review their progress by encouraging self-appraisal and self-

development strategies, by helping their tutees identify learning needs or goals and monitor their 

progress towards achieving their goals as well as exploring developmental opportunities available 

both within and outside the University. 
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The personal tutor will also act as a gateway to the wider support and development provision at the 

University. 

Scheduled Personal Tutorials 

You will be expected to meet with your tutor individually at least once per term throughout your 

time on the course to review your personal, professional and academic progress. You will be 

encouraged to set goals for yourself in these areas which might include: 

 Participation in the Nottingham advantage award (NAA); 

 Investigating work placement or final employment options and identifying possible 
companies to whom you might apply; 

 Undertaking a volunteering activity; 

 Helping to run a student society; 

 Becoming a member of the hall of residence committee or team; 

 Learning about another society or culture; 

 Improving writing/research skills; 

 Increasing levels of tutorial contribution; 

 Identifying and applying for study abroad/campus mobility options. 
 
These personal tutorial sessions are for you to raise any issues that you may be experiencing with 
your studies. They are also an appropriate place to discuss your professional development as a 
physicist and your career plans as they develop. 

Career development 

The school, in collaboration with the University’s Careers and Employability Service, provides a 

regular series of careers events targeted at physics students. These range from talks by employers 

to CV writing and career planning sessions. These are advertised at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/physics/careers/careers.aspx and on the A-floor careers noticeboard. 

You tutor or a member of staff from the Careers and Employability Service is available to look over 

your CV. It is also advised that you give your tutor a copy of your CV whenever you make 

substantial updates to it, to help them to write a reference for you when you apply for employment 

(this might not just be at the end of your course, but for summer placements and internships as 

well). 

The Nottingham Advantage Award 

The Nottingham Advantage Award is an extra qualification which allows you to demonstrate to 

potential employers and others what you have gained from your extra-curricular activities during 

your time here.  

The Award gives you the opportunity to stand out, the vision to achieve your goals and recognition 

for your commitment. We'd love you to get involved. The award is: 

 supported by employers  

 included on your degree transcript 

 free (with the exception of language classes) 

You'll enjoy the challenge and show potential employers that you've gained valuable skills through 

making the most of university life. We offer over 300 modules* which focus on 

 career skills 

 mentoring 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/physics/careers/careers.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/students/advantageaward/index.aspx#modules
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 cultural awareness 

 entrepreneurship 

 volunteering 

You can find much more information on the Advantage Award at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/students/advantageaward/index.aspx. 

Peer Mentoring 

Each year we seek volunteers from the 2nd, 3rd and 4th year students to act as mentors to incoming 

first-years during their first semester. Mentors are there to provide a friendly face who knows the 

ropes to help new students settle in and to cope with the massive upheaval associated with 

starting at University. Mentors can gain recognition for the work via the Nottingham Advantage 

Award. Mentors are recruited by PhysSoc but are supported by the School and given training by 

the University as part of the associated NAA module. 

 

7. Disability, Illness and Other Circumstances Affecting Your Study 

Introduction 

Sometimes things that are beyond their control affect student’s ability to study and be assessed. 

The University has a suite of policies designed to take account of such occurences. The primary 

thing to remember about these processes is that we can only apply them if we know that there is a 

problem at the time. Hence it is essential that you keep your tutor informed of any problems 

affecting you as soon as possible. 

The policies divide such issues into two classes: long-term conditions (including those commonly 

referred to as ‘disabilities’) and short-term issues which may have a large impact at the time but 

resolve themselves fairly quickly. 

The full detail of these University policies can be found at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-

circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx  

Long-Term Conditions & Disabilities 

The approach to long-term conditions and disabilities is to make adjustments to various aspects of 

the way the course is taught and assessed to ensure that students are not disadvantaged and can 

gain the maximum benefit from the course and demonstrate their abilities.  

If you declared such a condition when you applied to the course, you will already have been 

contacted by the Disability Support Unit or the Academic Support Unit. If you did not declare a 

condition when you applied or the condition has developed recently you should arrange to meet 

with your tutor as soon as possible. 

You will be referred to one (or more) of the support units for assessment. They will produce a 

statement of what adjustments they think would be appropriate. This may include: 

 alternative examination arrangements 

 practical support from mentors or others 

 suggestions for adjustments to be made by the school 
 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/students/advantageaward/index.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
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This statement (or referral form) will be sent to all relevant parts of the University. The Exams 

Office will organize alternative exam arrangements, Academic Support may organize mentors and 

the school, via the Disability Liaison Officer, will put in place appropriate adjustments to the 

teaching of the course. The Disability Support Unit may suggest that you would be eligible for a 

Disabled Student Allowance (DSA) and can refer you to the ACCESS Centre who can carry out the 

requisite formal assessments for this. 

The intention is that these arrangements put you in a position to succeed on the course and 

demonstrate your abilities. Of course, some conditions fluctuate with times when you are less 

affected than normal and times when you are more affected. If a period when you are more 

affected by a fluctuating condition coincides with assessments (or some other critical point in the 

course such that you cannot easily catch up when you are less affected) then these would be 

treated in the same way as a short-term circumstance. Similarly, if you are diagnosed with a long-

term condition while you are here, the period around the time you are diagnosed up until the time 

when the adjustments are fully in place will also be treated as a short-term circumstance. 

Coursework Extensions 

One common recommendation for students with long-term fluctuating conditions is to allow greater 

flexibility over coursework deadlines. Because it is not always possible and not always in your 

interest to simply ignore all deadlines, there is a process by which students in such a situation can 

apply for an extension. You can request an extension using the form at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/documents/coursework-extension-request-form-for-

students-with-an-arf-drf.docx. You will need to print off this form and arrange to meet with the 

Senior Tutor to discuss the situation. If it is sensible to allow an extension, the Senior Tutor will 

sign the form and you can then hand it in to Student Services at a Service Centre (UP East being 

the nearest to Physics). 

Short-Term Problems – Extenuating Circumstances 

The extenuating circumstances procedures are intended to support students with exceptional, 

unforeseeable and short-term circumstances affecting their ability to study, take assessments or 

have had a late diagnosis of a disability or a long-term medical condition. Specifically it is used to 

address: 

 absence from an examination/assessment or the non-submission of coursework; 

 requests for extensions to deadlines for the submission of written assignments; 

 claims of adversely affected performance during an assessment; 

 cases where a student has not had an appropriate adjustment during the current academic 
session due to a late diagnosis of a disability or a long-term medical condition. 

Absences from compulsory teaching sessions (such as laboratories and workshops) are dealt with 

using the school’s local processes. The school also has its own process for dealing with very short 

term minor issues affecting a single piece of core coursework. 

A valid claim for extenuating circumstances must satisfy three tests. The circumstance must: 

1. be outside the your control – i.e. you could not have prevented them; 
2. have had a significant impact – i.e. they must have been sufficiently serious to have 

materially affected your marks 
3. have occurred at a time relevant to the assessments for which you are claiming. 

Valid claims must be supported by evidence from an independent source which allows the three 

conditions to be confirmed. 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/documents/coursework-extension-request-form-for-students-with-an-arf-drf.docx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/documents/coursework-extension-request-form-for-students-with-an-arf-drf.docx
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The most important point is that, if you are subject to any kind of circumstance that is 

affecting your ability to study or undertake assessments, you must discuss this with your 

Tutor at the earliest opportunity. 

You can find a (non-exhaustive) list of common extenuating circumstances at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-

circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx 

Along with information on the standard of evidence that will be required.  

Claims for consideration under the extenuating circumstances policy must be made using the form 

available from 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-

circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx (where you will also find detailed instructions on 

submitting the form). Wherever possible, you should discuss your claim with your tutor before 

submitting the form and ask them to complete the appropriate section. 

If possible you should submit your supporting evidence along with the form. If there will be a delay 

in obtaining the evidence, you should still submit the form immediately and indicate on the form 

that evidence is to follow. You have 14 days from the coursework deadline or the date of the exam 

to provide the evidence. 

Claims will be rejected if: 

 they are not made within the specified time limits unless they include a compelling 
explanation of why this was not possible; 

 they are not accompanied by supporting evidence unless they clearly indicate that 
evidence is to follow; 

 evidence is not received with 14 days of the assessment or deadline unless there is a clear 
explanation of why it will take longer to obtain supported by a completed UoN Staff EC 
Evidence Template from signed by your Tutor. 

Evidence from your GP/ Counselling Service 

If you are seeking supporting evidence for an EC claim from your GP or another medical 

professional, you should take along a copy of the document Guidance for Medical Professionals 

Supporting a Student’s Request for Evidence which can be downloaded from the EC web-pages. 

This will outline the questions that we want them to address. 

Neither your GP nor the Counselling Service will be able to provide you with supporting evidence if 

they have not seen you during the period when you were affected. You should not be visiting your 

GP or the Counselling Service unless the primary reason for your visit is to receive treatment/ 

counselling.  

If you have discussed your situation at the time with your Tutor or the School’s Welfare Officer, 

they may be able to provide you with supporting evidence using the Statement in Support of a 

Student’s Claim for Extenuating Circumstances form. 

Assessments/ Sessions Affected 

The University EC procedure deals with the effect on circumstances on assessments and is 

supplemented by the School’s local procedures for dealing with absences from teaching sessions 

and affected weekly core coursework. 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/extenuating-circumstances-policy-and-procedures.aspx
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Missed/Affected 

Session/Assessment 

What you need to do 

A Lecture Missing a single lecture is unlikely to be a significant 
problem as long as you catch up on the material. 

A Workshop If you miss a workshop session, you should contact your 
tutor so that they are aware. Try to catch up on the material 
that you missed. Demonstrators in subsequent workshop 
sessions will be able to help you catch up.  

A Laboratory Session You should contact the laboratory organizer if you are going 
to miss a lab session. If there is an assessment associated 
with the session, you should complete an ECF to cover the 
assessment. The Lab organizer will try to reschedule the lab 
session for you but this is not always possible. 

Group Activity (Year 4) You should alert the other members of your group so that 
they can plan around your absence. You should also alert 
the module convenor. 

Tutorial Contact your tutor to arrange an alternative or catch up 
session. 

Multiple sessions in a week You should contact your tutor who will help you catch up 
when you return.  

All sessions in a period 
exceeding one week. 

You should contact the Senior Tutor who will arrange to 
meet with you when you return. 

Weekly Core Coursework You should submit an ECF, making clear which set was 
affected. You will not need to submit supporting evidence for 
a single set of coursework but if you claim for more than one 
set in a given semester you will be asked to meet with the 
Senior Tutor before the second claim is approved. 

All other coursework You should submit an ECF before the coursework deadline.  
You should provide appropriate supporting evidence within 
the specified timescale. 

Presentations You should contact the module convenor. If it is possible to 
reschedule the presentation they will arrange this, otherwise 
you will need to submit an ECF with appropriate evidence 
within the specified timescale.. 

Examinations or Class Tests You should submit an ECF within 7 days of the 
examination/test along with appropriate supporting evidence 
within 14 days of the assessment. 

8. Academic Integrity 

Introduction 

A university is an academic community that exits to create, interpret and propagate knowledge. 

Such an academic community can only function if the notion of integrity is built into everything that 

it does. Academic integrity is an essential component of the scientific method. Only when 

experimental results are reported fairly and honestly can valid deductions be drawn and theories 

tested. When data is analysed, honesty and responsibility are key to maximizing its value. The 

profession of “scientist” can only flourish if the contributions of individuals are properly 

acknowledged. The dangers of even minor lapses in academic integrity can be severe. For 

example the “climate-gate affair”1 in fact only involved rather minor lapses in academic practice but 

                                                           
1 For an overview see http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/jul/07/climate-emails-question-answer  

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/jul/07/climate-emails-question-answer
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it lead to a lot of misplaced distrust in climate science and gave ammunition to those for whom 

vested interests are more important than the search for scientific truth.  

Since undergraduate students are integral parts of the academic community of the University, we 

aim to inculcate the values of academic integrity in them from day one and expect them to display 

these values and to courageously uphold them. It is common for documents such as this to focus 

on the procedures and penalties for academic misconduct but it is surely more important to focus 

on delivering a positive message about what we expect of our students and how it fits into the 

overall purpose of the university. That said, we are of course, in the end, required to make sure 

that you are aware of the way that we will deal with lapses when they occur. 

The Key Values of Academic Integrity 

The International Centre for Academic Integrity defines five fundamental values: Honesty, Trust, 

Fairness, Respect and Responsibility. It also promotes courage as a key quality in the upholding of 

these values.  The following section is drawn from their key document The Fundamental Values of 

Academic Integrity2 

Honesty 

“Academic communities of integrity advance the quest for truth and knowledge through 

intellectual and personal honesty in learning, teaching, research, and service.” 

Trust 

“Academic communities of integrity both foster and rely upon climates of mutual trust. 

Climates of trust encourage and support the free exchange of ideas which in turn allows 

scholarly inquiry to reach its fullest potential.” 

Fairness 

“Academic communities of integrity establish clear and transparent expectations, 

standards, and practices to support fairness in the interactions of students, faculty, and 

administrators.” 

Respect 

“Academic communities of integrity value the interactive, cooperative, participatory nature 

of learning. They honour, value, and consider diverse opinions and ideas.” 

Responsibility 

“Academic communities of integrity rest upon foundations of personal accountability 

coupled with the willingness of individuals and groups to lead by example, uphold mutually 

agreed-upon standards, and take action when they encounter wrongdoing.” 

Courage 

“To develop and sustain communities of integrity, it takes more than simply believing in the 

fundamental values. Translating the values from talking points into action--standing up for 

them in the face of pressure and adversity—requires determination, commitment, and 

courage.” 

Practical Matters 

That’s enough of the underlying principles and ideas. We now come to the nuts and bolts of how 

these principles should be applied in practice. 

                                                           
2 http://www.academicintegrity.org/icai/assets/Revised_FV_2014.pdf  

http://www.academicintegrity.org/icai/assets/Revised_FV_2014.pdf
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Assessed Coursework 

Unless you are explicitly told that an exercise is to be carried out as a group activity, coursework 

submitted for assessment should be entirely your own work. It’s fine to talk to other students about 

ideas and material in lectures and to work together on non-assessed tasks, in fact we strongly 

encourage it, but work that is going to be assessed should be entirely your own. Submitting 

someone else’s ideas or working as your own is plagiarism, whether they are another student on 

your course or someone outside (for example someone on a Physics forum or web resource). 

Working as a group on an exercise that is intended to be an individual assessment is collusion, as 

is allowing someone else to copy your work and submit it as their own. 

Examinations 

Quite apart from the obvious rules against dishonesty in examination (copying from someone else, 

communicating with someone else etc), there are quite strict rules on what you are allowed to take 

into a formal examination or a class test.  In practice you should not bring any written material 

(notes, text-books, mathematical tables etc) into the examination room with you unless you have 

been specifically told in advance (in the module information given to you at the start of the module) 

that certain items are permitted, in which case you should only bring those permitted materials in 

with you. 

For most physics exams the rubric states that: 

Only silent, self-contained calculators with a Single-Line Display or Dual-Line Display are 

permitted in this examination. 

Dictionaries are not allowed with one exception. Those whose first language is not English 

may use a standard translation dictionary to translate between that language and English 

provided that neither language is the subject of this examination. 

Subject specific translation dictionaries are not permitted. 

No electronic devices capable of storing and retrieving text, including electronic 

dictionaries, may be used. 

Reports 

Lab and Project reports should be written in your own words with appropriate citations to other 

people’s work.  See the School style guide for more detail on what is expected in a report3. All 

reports will be subjected to plagiarism checking software (Turn-it-in) which will identify where 

material has been extracted from previously published reports, work submitted by other students 

and material published on the web. Where data is used that has been taken by someone else, they 

should be given appropriate credit. Copying material from another author without proper citation is, 

of course, plagiarism. 

Proof-Reading 

The University allows students to request the assistance of a proof-reader for assessed work such 

as essays and reports. This proof-reader can be a friend or a classmate, but in accordance with 

the University’s Quality Manual, there are clear limits to the role of the proof-reader: 

“A proof-reader may be used to ensure that the meaning of the author is not misrepresented due to 

the quality and standard of English used, unless a School/Department policy specifically prohibits 

this. Where permitted, a proof-reader may identify spelling and basic grammar errors. Inaccuracies 

                                                           
3 http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/mod/resource/view.php?id=801745  

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/mod/resource/view.php?id=801745
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in academic content should not be corrected nor should the structure of the piece of work be 

changed; doing so may result in a charge of plagiarism.” 

It is very important that these guidelines are strictly applied to all written assessed work such as 

laboratory and project reports, articles, essays, and any other relevant work. In general, the proof-

reader should not be familiar with the subject or the content of the relevant piece of work. In 

particular do not proof-read the work of your lab/ project partner. If you are planning to use a 

proof-reader for any assessed work, please consult with the module convenor for specific 

guidance, and inform the convenor of who the proof-reader is. 

Experimental Data and Computer Simulations 

Experimental data should all be recorded and stored carefully and analysed thoroughly. A 

complete record of how the data was taken should be attached to the data itself, usually in a 

laboratory or project notebook. The fabrication or alteration of data or the misrepresentation of how 

it was obtained are both regarded as academic misconduct. The same applies to data obtained in 

a computer simulation. 

Group Work 

Working in a group is an important aspect of a science degree programme. It is important that you 

learn how to work collaboratively. In group reports it will be assumed that all members of the group 

have agreed to the whole of its contents and take responsibility for its contents. 

Working in a group also requires that you respect the ideas and views of others in the group, even 

if you don’t agree with them. In turn you are entitled to trust that they will do likewise. 

Presentations 

Just as with a written report, a presentation should contain explanations of ideas in your own 

words. Where you use or quote the ideas of others, you should be careful to cite them properly.  

We expect you to deliver presentations in a professional manner. While this need not mean without 

any hint of humour, you should be careful what you say. Your audience is entitled to be able to 

trust you to treat them with respect.  Be aware that your audience may be quite diverse and what 

you regard as humour may not be received as such. 

General Conduct 

We expect you to behave in a professional manner whenever you are in the School and to treat all 

members of the academic community (academic staff, administrative staff, other students and 

visitors) with respect and courtesy. This extends to include virtual interactions via email and social 

media. You should bear in mind that your on-line presence is largely indelible and should be 

treated as public. Even supposedly closed fora (eg Facebook groups) are rarely secure and you 

can expect other students to act responsibility in disclosing discourteous and unprofessional posts. 

Harassment of any member of the community will not be tolerated and the school will always take 

action to protect all staff and students. 

Lapses in academic integrity will be treated as academic misconduct and will be subject to 

penalties as discussed below in appendix J.

9. Feedback 
Feedback, of course, works both ways. We aim to provide you with feedback on your work and 

performance in assessments while we ask you to provide us with feedback on how we teach and 

run the programmes. 
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Feedback on Your Assessments 

Coursework 

You will receive written feedback on all assessed coursework within 15 working days of the 

submission deadline provided you submitted the work on time.  

For problem sheets, including the core coursework, outline feedback will be written by the marker 

on your answers. More detailed feedback will be provided by your Tutor when you collect your 

marked work. 

For lab diaries and reports, written feedback will be provided by the marker on a separate sheet.  

For projects, you will receive continuous feedback from your supervisor and from lab staff as you 

go along. Your supervisor will also give you pre-submission feedback on one draft of your report. 

Written feedback on your final project report will be provided by both markers after the marks have 

been approved by the Board of Examiners. 

Generic Exam Feedback 

After an examination has been marked, the markers are required to provide generic feedback 

which notes common errors and faults in the answers marked. This feedback is available from the 

School Community Moodle page. 

Individual Exam Feedback 

After the marks have been released, you will have the opportunity to see your marked script and 

receive individual feedback on your exam performance from the marker. Arrangements for 

obtaining this will be emailed to all students and can be found on Moodle. This process is purely 

about providing you with feedback and no lecturer will enter into a debate about the marking of the 

examination. 

Feedback to Us 

Student Evaluation of Teaching/Modules 

From time to time we will ask for your feedback on the modules that we run and the staff that run 

the sessions. From this year, these will be handled electronically using the University’s Evaluate 

system. You will be able to submit your feedback during a nominated session using a smartphone 

or laptop. You will also be able to submit your feedback, for a limited time afterwards, from a 

networked PC. Detailed instructions on using Evaluate will be provided at the start of term. 

Data from the module evaluations will be published on the School community Moodle page as well 

as forming the basis of the module reports submitted to the school’s Learning Community Forum 

and Teaching Committee. 

Module Reports 

At the end of each module, the convenor draws together all of the feedback on the module, 

including a summary of all the data from Evaluate, and writes a brief report on the module. The 

report includes any proposals for changes to the module in the following year which are fed into the 

module review process. The module reports, along with the distribution of marks obtained by the 

class who took the module are published on Moodle. 

Learning Community Forum (LCF) 

At the start of each academic year we ask for volunteers to act as Student Representatives. 

Elections are held for each representative position. The elected student reps sit on the School’s 
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LCF along with members of staff. The LCF meets three times a year to discuss any issues relating 

to student life. For example, the reports of the External Examiners are discussed.  

If you are interested in acting as a representative, please contact the Senior Tutor for 

further information. 

About two weeks before a meeting, your representatives should ask you for input: anything you’d 

like raised at the meeting or any suggestions that you have for improving the way the school 

operates. It may, of course, be that the School is unable to respond positively to a particular 

request from students but, if this is the case, the LCF will be informed of the reasons why. After the 

meeting, your representative should report back to you on matters discussed. Minutes of the 

meeting are published on the LCF notice board on A-floor. Student representatives carry out an 

important function in conveying your views and ideas to the School but they rely on your input.  

Information on your student reps and the LCF will be published on the School community Moodle 

page. 

10. Facilities and resources 

The library 

To support your learning, the George Green library, situated near the school, houses a large 

collection of science books and journals. All recommended texts are available from the library and 

you can find and reserve the books you need via the computerised library catalogue. Staff in the 

library will answer any questions you may have about the library. Suggestions for new books that 

you think the library should have may be emailed to the secretary of the School’s IT Strategy 

Committee (which liases with the Library) ppzwjb@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk. As well as books and 

journals, the library is also the place to find out about electronic sources of information such as e-

books and e-journals and the online citation index. Further information can be obtained by reading 

the many guides provided in the library or via the University web pages at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/library/.  

Computing facilities 

The school has a large number of computers that are connected to the University network. For new 

members of the school, access to University computing facilities is granted after a two-part 

registration process, the first online, the second in person, normally at the same time as course 

registration. Details of the process are normally mailed to new students in early September. Room 

B11 is available for general use from Monday to Friday until 6pm (except when timetabled classes 

are being held). You may be asked to identify yourself to security staff after 5.30pm so always 

carry your student card if you intend to work late. Room B15 is primarily for fourth-year M.Sci. 

students. Printing and copying facilities are available in both areas. Computing facilities are also 

available in the George Green Library. Wireless access is available throughout the Physics 

Building and at many other places around the campus.  

Please do not forget that the computers are primarily provided to support the education given in the 

school. You are requested not to use the computers for leisure activities if any other student is 

waiting to use them to work. Conversely, if you genuinely have some work to complete, then you 

may politely ask anybody using the computer for personal use to let you use it. There are certain 

periods, in particular when project reports are due in, when demand is very high. At these times, 

people will need to be cooperative and flexible. Further information may be obtained from Dr Philip 

Hawker, in room B7. 

mailto:ppzwjb@exmail.nottingham.ac.uk
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/library/
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MATLAB 

Apart from some projects which require more specialised software and languages, all of the 

computing activities in the course can be carried out using MATLAB. MATLAB allows you to 

investigate mathematical models numerically with minimal programming experience and provides 

excellent graphical methods for displaying your results. MATLAB can also be used to control 

experimental apparatus and take experimental data from it, a feature which many of you will use in 

your second year. MatLab can function as a fully-fledged programming language in which you can 

develop your own numerical methods and is available on any machine connected to the campus 

network; you will be shown how to access it in your first week. However, as a student you can 

download a free student edition of Matlab from the MathWorks web-server. Information on how to 

do this can be found at http://workspace.nottingham.ac.uk/display/Software/Matlab  

Social and study spaces 

There are a number of social/study spaces within the main Physics and Astronomy Building. The 

main student common room is B8b on the middle floor, next to the computer room (B11). Fourth-

year MSc students have their own common room, B16, between the MSci computer room (B15) 

and the MSci seminar room (B17). In addition, there are a number of other rooms on B-floor that 

can be booked by students for group study.  

Telescopes 

The school has a number of telescopes mounted on the roof of the main Physics Building. Training 

sessions are run throughout the year and once you've been trained, you can access the 

telescopes on the roof whenever you like (except for when they are in use for undergraduate 

projects). 

PhysSoc 

PhysSoc is the student-run society of the School of Physics and Astronomy. They were voted ‘Best 

Departmental Society’ by the Students’ Union last year! Its main aims are to promote socialising 

between the different year groups, increase interest in physics in general and to ensure that all 

students get as much out of their time at Nottingham as possible. PhysSoc runs a number of 

different social events and trips throughout the academic year. These include hiring out a play 

centre, a film night and quiz, as well as an annual trip to CERN in Geneva. They also offer training 

to use the telescope on the roof of the physics building for any student that wishes to use it. 

PhysSoc offers the chance to play in IMS sports teams in football, rugby, netball and hockey, 

which compete against other societies - they welcome anyone of any ability. If you have any 

questions or enquiries, you can contact PhysSoc at physsoc@mail.com, and their website is 

www.su.nottingham.ac.uk/societies/society/physsoc/. 

Masterclasses 

Once a month, usually at 5.00pm on a Thursday in B1, there will be a masterclass session in which 

a leading expert in a particular field (sometimes from within the school, sometimes from outside) 

will give a one-hour talk. Everyone in the school is invited and actively encouraged to attend. 

Afterwards we provide refreshments in C10.

 

  

http://workspace.nottingham.ac.uk/display/Software/Matlab
mailto:physsoc@mail.com
http://www.su.nottingham.ac.uk/societies/society/physsoc/
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Appendix A - Aims and learning outcomes 

Single Honours Physics Courses 

Aims  

The principal aim of courses within the School is to provide students with a comprehensive physics 

education, consistent with the University aim of supplying high quality provision within one of the 

leading research universities. The combination of intellectual rigour, numeracy, computer and IT 

literacy, and problem solving within the courses is designed to prepare students for research, for 

further training in physics and related subjects or for employment in a wide variety of occupations. 

We aim to provide extensive opportunities for students to broaden their educational experience by 

taking option modules either within physics or from other schools. Various “Physics with” courses 

are targeted at providing a physics core with a coherent set of options designed to develop 

expertise in a particular field. MSci courses are designed for those who wish to pursue a 

physics/science-based career and aim to produce graduates with highly developed skills in 

problem solving, communicating information, teamwork and computer literacy. Throughout the 

School, we provide an environment in which students receive appropriate support for their 

academic and pastoral needs. 

Learning Outcomes 

Each course has particular module pathways and associated goals. All courses taught entirely 

within the School have a common core of physics, designed to fulfil a set of common objectives so 

that, on successful completion of their programme, graduates should be able to: 

 explain the fundamental principles of physics; 

 demonstrate knowledge of basic physical laws, principles and techniques; 

 demonstrate basic techniques of physical measurement and the scientific method; 

 apply principles of experimental design, methodology, safety and analysis; 

 carry out independent scientific investigations; 

 demonstrate a range of IT techniques for communications, experimental control and mathematical 

analysis; 

 apply theoretical ideas to the quantitative analysis of physical situations; 

 apply high levels of numeracy, computer literacy, analysis and problem solving suitable for a wide 

range of occupations; 

 develop effective strategies for study, including the use of library, human and electronic sources of 

information; 

 apply transferable skills in time management and written and oral communications; 

 demonstrate the capacity to work both independently and with another person; 

 undertake research in a physics-based area (for first class and upper second class BSc honours 

graduates and all MSci graduates). 

Joint Honours Physics and Philosophy 

In addition to the core aims of the single honours Physics courses, this programme aims to: 

 offer students a broad and challenging modern curriculum that will enable them to develop their 

understanding of philosophy; 

 provide specific knowledge for its own sake while also acknowledging the wide and growing variety 

of issues to which philosophy is applied. 

Mathematical Physics 

Aims 
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The principal aim of this course is to provide students with a challenging modern curriculum 

encompassing a broad education in physics and mathematics with an emphasis on the use of 

mathematical techniques in the modelling of physical systems.  The combination of intellectual 

rigour, numeracy, computer and IT literacy, and problem solving within the course is designed to 

prepare students for research and further study in theoretical physics, applied mathematics and 

related subjects or for employment in a wide variety of occupations. 

Learning Outcomes 

A graduate of the courses will able to: 

 demonstrate a knowledge of basic physical laws, principles and techniques; 

 demonstrate an understanding of how the basic principles are applied in a range of situations; 

 demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of the scientific method; 

 demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of a range of mathematical concepts and results and 

their application for the analysis of physical problems; 

 demonstrate a basic knowledge of scientific programming methods; 

 apply theoretical ideas to the quantitative analysis of physical situations; 

 apply high levels of numeracy coupled with accuracy; 

 apply high levels of problem solving; 

 reason logically and work analytically; 

 apply high levels of computer literacy; 

 formulate problems in physics using appropriate mathematical language; 

 select and apply appropriate methods to solve problems; 

 justify conclusions using mathematical arguments with appropriate rigour; 

 model physical problems using appropriate computational methods; 

 develop effective strategies for study, including the use of library, human and electronic sources of 

information; 

 meet deadlines and manage their time appropriately over an extended period;    

 make effective use of general IT tools for acquiring and processing information;  

 communicate effectively orally; 

 work successfully, both independently and as a member of a team. 

Appendix B – Physics Programmes 

B.Sc. Programmes 
Programme Name HEFCE Code  

Physics F300 

Physics with a Year in Industry F305 

Physics with Theoretical Physics F344 

Physics with Theoretical Astrophysics F346 

Physics with Medical Physics F350 

Physics with Nanoscience F390 

Physics with Astronomy F3F5 

Physics with European Language F3R9 

Mathematical Physics F326 

Physics & Philosophy FV35 

M.Sci. Programmes 
Programme Name  HEFCE Code 

Physics F303 

Physics with a Year in Industry F306 

Physics with Science Education (QTS) F304 

Physics with Theoretical Physics F340 

Physics with Theoretical Astrophysics F345 
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Physics with Medical Physics F371 

Physics with Nanoscience F391 

Physics with Astronomy F3FM 

Physics with European Language F3RX 

Mathematical Physics F325 

Detailed information on the structure of these courses can be found at 

http://programmespec.nottingham.ac.uk/nottingham/asp/course_search.asp by typing in the 

appropriate HEFCE code. 

Appendix C – Course Structures  

M.Sci. Single Honours Physics (F303, F306, F340, F345, F371, F391, F3FM) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code Credits Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Introductory Experimental Physics F31EX1 PHYS1002 20 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10 YL 

Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

Frontiers in Physics F31FIP PHYS1003 20 YL 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 

Wave Phenomena F32CO5 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Intermediate Experimental Physics F32EX2 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Options 

Choose two from the following list, normally one from each semester. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

The Structure of Stars F33OA1 PHYS3007 10 AS Compulsory  for 
F345, F3FM 

The Structure of 
Galaxies 

F33OA2 PHYS3011 10 SS Compulsory for 
F345, F3FM 

Health Physics F33OB1 PHYS3008 10 AS Compulsory for 
F371 

Force & Function at 
the Nanoscale 

F33ON! PHYS3009 10 AS Compulsory for 
F391 

Molecular Biophysics F33ONB PHYS3012 10 SS Compulsory for 
F391, F371 

Principles of Dynamics F33OT1 PHYS3010 10 AS  Compulsory for 
F340, F345 

Symmetry & Action 
Principles in Physics 

F33OT2 PHYS3013 10 SS Compulsory for 
F340, F345 

http://programmespec.nottingham.ac.uk/nottingham/asp/course_search.asp
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Between stages 2 & 3, students on F304 spend a year on placement in a physics-based or physics-

related industry. 

Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

Quantum Dynamics F34QDY PHYS4017 10 AS 

Project 

Choose one from the following list 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL  

Physics Project UAS F33PJU PHYS3006 20 YL Subject to 
acceptance and 
DBS clearance. 

Options 

Choose 5 from the following list 

Students on F340 & F345 must choose at least three modules from the Theory strand. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

From Accelerators to 
Medical Imaging 

F34AIM PHYS4005 10 AS Compulsory for 
F371 

Atmospheric & Planetary 
Physics 

F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS  

Introduction to 
Cosmology 

F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS Compulsory for 
F3FM & F345  

Nonlinear Dynamics & 
Chaos 

F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS Theory Strand 

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS Theory Strand 

Soft Condensed Matter F34SCM PHYS4006 10 AS Compulsory for 
F391 

Extreme Astrophysics F34EXT PHYS4009 10 SS Compulsory for 
F3FM 

Functional Medical 
Imaging 

F34FMI PHYS4010 10 SS Compulsory for 
F371 

Imaging & Manipulation 
at the Nanoscale 

F34IMN PHYS4011 10 SS Compulsory for 
F391 

Quantum Coherent 
Phenomena 

F34QCP PHYS4012 10 SS  

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS  

Theoretical Particle 
Physics 

F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS Theory Strand 

Theory Toolbox F34TTB PHYS4028 10 SS Theory Strand 

Stage 4 

Compulsory  
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Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Physics Research Project F34PJM PHYS4015 50 YL 

Block 1 – Weeks 2-7:  

Choose 1 only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Imaging & Image 
Processing 

F34IMP PHYS4019 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 1) 

Not 
available 
to F340 
Compuls
ory for 
F371 

Order, Disorder & 
Fluctuations  

F34ASP PHYS4029 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 1) 

 

Quantum Transport F34QTR PHYS4030 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 1) 

 

Block 2 – Weeks 9-12+17-18 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Advanced Techniques for 
Nanoscience Research 

F34ATN PHYS4026 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

Compulsory 
for F391 

Quantum Coherent 
Devices 

F34QCD PHYS4031 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

 

Research Techniques in 
Astronomy 

F34RTA PHYS4020 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

Compulsory 
for F3FM 

Students on F340 only, may take THE YL Maths module Quantum Field Theory - G14QFT 

(MATH4017) instead of one from this block. 

Block 3 – Weeks 19-24 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Modern Applications of 
Physics: From Research 
to Industry 

F34AAP PHYS4025 20 SS – Block 3  

Light & Matter F34QOA PHYS4021 20 SS – Block 3  

Modern Cosmology F34MCO PHYS4016 20 SS – Block 3  

Option 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Gravity F34AG1 PHYS4002 10 AS  

Magnetic Resonance F34NMR PHYS4018 10 AS  

The Politics, Perception & 
Philosophy of Physics 

F34PPP PHYS4032 10 AS  
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B.Sc. Single Honours Physics (F300, F305, F344, F346, F350, F390, F3F5) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code Credits Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Introductory Experimental Physics F31EX1 PHYS1002 20 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10 YL 

Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

Frontiers in Physics F31FIP PHYS1003 20 YL 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 

Wave Phenomena F32CO5 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Intermediate Experimental Physics F32EX2 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Options 

Choose two from the following list, normally one from each semester. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

The Structure of Stars F33OA1 PHYS3007 10 AS Compulsory  for 
F346, F3F5 

The Structure of Galaxies F33OA2 PHYS3011 10 SS Compulsory for 
F346, F3F5 

Health Physics F33OB1 PHYS3008 10 AS Compulsory for 
F350 

Force & Function at the 
Nanoscale 

F33ON1 PHYS3009 10 AS Compulsory for 
F390 

Molecular Biophysics F33ONB PHYS3012 10 SS Compulsory for 
F390, F350 

Principles of Dynamics F33OT1 PHYS3010 10 AS  Compulsory for 
F344, F346 

Symmetry & Action 
Principles in Physics 

F33OT2 PHYS3013 10 SS Compulsory for 
F344, F346 

Between stages 2 & 3, students on F304 spend a year on placement in a physics-based or physics-

related industry. 

Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 
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Project 

Choose one from the following list 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Physics Project A F33PJA PHYS3003 20 YL  

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL  

Physics Project UAS F33PJU PHYS3006 20 YL Registration 
subject to 
acceptance and 
DBS clearance. 

Options 

Choose 5 from the following list 

Students on F344 & F346 must choose at least three modules form the Theory Strand. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

From Accelerators to 
Medical Imaging 

F34AIM PHYS4005 10 AS Compulsory for 
F350 

Atmospheric & Planetary 
Physics 

F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS  

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS Compulsory for 
F3F5 & F346  

Nonlinear Dynamics & 
Chaos 

F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS Theory Strand 

Quantum Dynamics F34QDY PHYS4017 10 AS  

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS Theory Strand 

Soft Condensed Matter F34SCM PHYS4006 10 AS Compulsory for 
F390 

Extreme Astrophysics F34EXT PHYS4009 10 SS Compulsory for 
F3F5 

Functional Medical 
Imaging 

F34FMI PHYS4010 10 SS Compulsory for 
F350 

Imaging & Manipulation at 
the Nanoscale 

F34IMN PHYS4011 10 SS Compulsory for 
F390 

Quantum Coherent 
Phenomena 

F34QCP PHYS4012 10 SS  

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS  

Theoretical Particle 
Physics 

F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS Theory Strand 

Theory Toolbox F34TTB PHYS4028 10 SS Theory Strand 

 

M.Sci. Physics with European Language (F3R9) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code Credits Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Introductory Experimental Physics F31EX1 PHYS1002 20 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10 YL 
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Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

In addition students must take 20 credits of Language Centre modules in the appropriate language. 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 

Wave Phenomena F32CO5 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Intermediate Experimental Physics F32EX2 PHYS2005 20 YL 

In addition students must take 20 credits of Language Centre modules in the appropriate language. 

Stage 3 

Stage 3 is spent at a European University taking an approved programme of physics modules 

delivered in the appropriate language. 

Stage 4 

Compulsory  

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Physics Research Project F34PJM PHYS4015 50 YL 

Block 1 – Weeks 2-7:  

Choose 1 only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Imaging & Image Processing F34IMP PHYS4019 20 AS (Intensive Block 
1) 

Order, Disorder & Fluctuations  F34ASP PHYS4029 20 AS (Intensive Block 
1) 

Quantum Transport F34QTR PHYS4030 20 AS (Intensive Block 
1) 

Block 2 – Weeks 9-12+17-18 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Advanced Techniques for Nanoscience 
Research 

F34ATN PHYS4026 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

Quantum Coherent Devices F34QCD PHYS4031 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

Research Techniques in Astronomy F34RTA PHYS4020 20 AS (Intensive 
Block 2) 

Students on F340 only, may take the YL Maths module Quantum Field Theory - G14QFT 

(MATH4017) instead of one from this block. 

Block 3 – Weeks 19-24 

Choose one only 
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Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Modern Applications of Physics: From 
Research to Industry 

F34AAP PHYS4025 20 SS – Block 3 

Light & Matter F34QOA PHYS4021 20 SS – Block 3 

Modern Cosmology F34MCO PHYS4016 20 SS – Block 3 

Option 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Gravity F34AG1 PHYS4002 10 AS 

Magnetic Resonance F34NMR PHYS4018 10 AS 

The Politics, Perception & Philosophy of 
Physics 

F34PPP PHYS4032 10 AS 

The option may be replaced by a module from the Language centre. 

B.Sc. Physics with European Language (F3R9) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code Credits Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Introductory Experimental Physics F31EX1 PHYS1002 20 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10 YL 

Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

In addition students must take 20 credits of Language Centre modules in the appropriate language. 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 

Wave Phenomena F32CO5 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Intermediate Experimental Physics F32EX2 PHYS2005 20 YL 

In addition students must take 20 credits of Language Centre modules in the appropriate language. 

Stage 3 

Stage 3 is spent at a European University taking an approved programme of physics modules 

delivered in the appropriate language. 

Stage 4 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 
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Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

Project 

Choose one from the following list 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Physics Project A F33PJA PHYS3003 20 YL  

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL  

Physics Project UAS F33PJU PHYS3006 20 YL Subject to 
acceptance and 
DBS clearance. 

Options 

Choose 5 from the following list 

Students on F344 & F346 must choose at least three modules form the Theory strand. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

From Accelerators to Medical Imaging F34AIM PHYS4005 10 AS 

Atmospheric & Planetary Physics F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS 

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS 

Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS 

Quantum Dynamics F34QDY PHYS4017 10 AS 

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS 

Soft Condensed Matter F34SCM PHYS4006 10 AS 

Extreme Astrophysics F34EXT PHYS4009 10 SS 

Functional Medical Imaging F34FMI PHYS4010 10 SS 

Imaging & Manipulation at the Nanoscale F34IMN PHYS4011 10 SS 

Quantum Coherent Phenomena F34QCP PHYS4012 10 SS 

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS 

Theoretical Particle Physics F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS 

Theory Toolbox F34TTB PHYS4028 10 SS 

 

M.Sci. Physics with Science Education (F304) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code Credits Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Introductory Experimental Physics F31EX1 PHYS1002 20 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10 YL 

Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

Frontiers in Physics F31FIP PHYS1003 20 YL 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 
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Wave Phenomena F32CO5 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Intermediate Experimental Physics F32EX2 PHYS2005 20 YL 

Options 

Choose two from the following list, normally one from each semester. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Structure of Stars F33OA1 PHYS3007 10 AS 

The Structure of Galaxies F33OA2 PHYS3011 10 SS 

Health Physics F33OB1 PHYS3008 10 AS 

Force & Function at the Nanoscale F33ON! PHYS3009 10 AS 

Molecular Biophysics F33ONB PHYS3012 10 SS 

Principles of Dynamics F33OT1 PHYS3010 10 AS  

Symmetry & Action Principles in Physics F33OT2 PHYS3013 10 SS 

During the summer between Stages 2 & 3 the students must successfully complete a compulsory 

two-week placement module in a primary school organised by the School of Education. This 

placement will be assessed by coursework and classroom observation. The students must pass the 

assessment at the first attempt to proceed on this degree. 

Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

Quantum Dynamics F34QDY PHYS4017 10 AS 

Physics Project UAS F33PJU PHYS3006 20 YL 

Options 

Choose 5 from the following list 

Students on F340 & F345 must choose at least three modules form the Theory strand. 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

From Accelerators to Medical Imaging F34AIM PHYS4005 10 AS 

Atmospheric & Planetary Physics F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS 

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS 

Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS 

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS 

Soft Condensed Matter F34SCM PHYS4006 10 AS 

Extreme Astrophysics F34EXT PHYS4009 10 SS 

Functional Medical Imaging F34FMI PHYS4010 10 SS 

Imaging & Manipulation at the Nanoscale F34IMN PHYS4011 10 SS 

Quantum Coherent Phenomena F34QCP PHYS4012 10 SS 

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS 

Theoretical Particle Physics F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS 

Theory Toolbox F34TTB PHYS4028 10 SS 

During the summer between Stages 3 & 4 the students must successfully complete a compulsory 

placement organised by the School of Education. The placement is assessed by coursework and 

classroom observation. The students must pass the assessment at the first attempt to proceed on 

this degree. 
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Stage 4 

Compulsory  

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Schools & Society   30 AS 

Learning & Teaching in Schools 
(Secondary) 

  30 AS 

Internal/External Project F34SP6 PHYS4034 40 YL 

Block 3 – Weeks 19-24 

Choose one only 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Modern Applications of Physics: From 
Research to Industry 

F34AAP PHYS4025 20 SS – Block 3 

Light & Matter F34QOA PHYS4021 20 SS – Block 3 

 

M.Sci. Mathematical Physics (F325) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Analytical & Computational Foundations G11ACF MATH1005 20 YL 

Calculus G11CAL MATH1006 20 YL 

Linear Mathematics G11LMA MATH1007 20 YL 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Computing for physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 10  

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Optics & Electromagnetism F32OEM PHYS2007 20 YL 

Vector Calculus G12VEC MATH2005 20 AS 

Differential Equation & Fourier Analysis G12DEF MATH2008 20 SS 

Introduction to Mathematical Physics  G12IMP MATH2013 20 YL 

Options 

Choose 40 credits from  

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Complex Functions G12COF MATH2007 10 SS 

Mathematical Analysis G12MAN MATH2009 10 AS 

Modelling with Differential Equations G12MDE MATH2012 20 YL 

The Structure of Stars F33OA1 PHYS3007 10 AS 

Force & Function at the Nanoscale F33ON1 PHYS3009 10 AS 

The Structure of Galaxies F33OA2 PHYS3011 10 SS 

Symmetry & Action Principles in Physics F33OT2 PHYS3013 10 SS 
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Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Advanced Quantum Theory G13AQT MATH3010 20 
 

AS 

Relativity G13REL MATH3018 20 SS 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL 

Options 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Modelling with Differential Equations G12MDE MATH2012 20 YL 

Differential Equations G13DIF MATH3016 20 AS 

Fluid Dynamics G13FLU MATH3017 20 SS 

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS 

Atmospheric & Planetary Physics F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS 

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS 

Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS 

Extreme Astrophysics F34XT PHYS4009 10 SS  

Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS 

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS 

Classical & Quantum Dynamics G13QCD MATH3028 20 SS 

Stage 4 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Mathematical Physics Project F34YY7 Phys4001 40 YL 

Options 

No more than 50 credits of options may be taken in each semester 

Choose 40-60 credits from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Differential Geometry G14DGE MATH4015 20 AS 

Black Holes G14BLH MATH4016 20 SS 

Quantum Field Theory G14QFT MATH4017 20 YL 
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Introduction to Quantum Information Science G14QIS MATH4049 20 AS 

and 30-50 credits from  

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS 

Quantum Coherent Phenomena F34QCP PHYS4012 10 SS 

Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS 

Magnetic Resonance F34NMR PHYS4018 10 AS 

Advanced Gravity F34AGR PHYS4022 10 SS 

The Politics, Perception & Philosophy of physics F34PPP PHYS4032 10 AS 

B.Sc. Mathematical Physics (F326) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Analytical & Computational Foundations G11ACF MATH1005 20 YL 

Calculus G11CAL MATH1006 20 YL 

Linear Mathematics G11LMA MATH1007 20 YL 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 20 YL 

Computing for physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 20 YL 

Quantitative Physics F31QP1 PHYS1004 20 YL 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Optics & Electromagnetism F32OEM PHYS2007 20 YL 

Vector Calculus G12VEC MATH2005 20 AS 

Differential Equation & Fourier Analysis G12DEF MATH2008 20 SS 

Introduction to Mathematical Physics  G12IMP MATH2013 20 YL 

Options 

Choose 40 credits from  

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Complex Functions G12COF MATH2007 10 SS 

Mathematical Analysis G12MAN MATH2009 10 AS 

Modelling with Differential Equations G12MDE MATH2012 20 YL 

The Structure of Stars F33OA1 PHYS3007 10 AS 

Force & Function at the Nanoscale F33ON1 PHYS3009 10 AS 

The Structure of Galaxies F33OA2 PHYS3011 10 SS 

Symmetry & Action Principles in Physics F33OT2 PHYS3013 10 SS 

Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 
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Advanced Quantum Theory G13AQT MATH3010 20 
 

AS 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental Particles F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

     

Project 

Choose one only from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing Notes 

Physics Project A F33PJA PHYS3003 20 YL  

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL  

Physics Project UAS F33PJU PHYS3006 20 YL Registration subject 
to acceptance and 
DBS clearance. 

Project (AS) G14PJA MATH4041 20 AS  

Project (SS) G14PJS MATH4042 20 SS  

Options 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Relativity G13REL MATH3018 20 SS 

Modelling with Differential Equations G12MDE MATH2012 20 YL 

Differential Equations G13DIF MATH3016 20 AS 

Fluid Dynamics G13FLU MATH3017 20 SS 

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS 

Atmospheric & Planetary Physics F34APM PHYS4004 10 AS 

Scientific Computing F34SCO PHYS4007 10 AS 

Nonlinear Dynamics & Chaos F34NDC PHYS4008 10 AS 

Extreme Astrophysics F34XT PHYS4009 10 SS  

Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics F34TPP PHYS4013 10 SS 

Semiconductor Physics F34SEM PHYS4014 10 SS 

Classical & Quantum Dynamics G13QCD MATH3028 20 SS 

 

B.Sc. Physics and Philosophy (FV35) 

Stage 1 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

From Newton to Einstein F31CO1 PHYS1001 40 YL 

Computing for Physical Science F31COM PHYS1005 10 YL 

Mathematics for Physics & Astronomy HG1MPA MATH1013 20 YL 

Self, Mind & Body V71SMB PHIL1002 10 AS 

Appearance & Reality V71LAR PHIL1003 10 SS 

Elementary Logic V71ELL PHIL1004 10 SS 

Reasoning & Argument: An Introduction to 
Philosophical Method 

V71RPM PHIL1007 10 AS 

Option 

Choose one from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 
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Ancient Philosophy V71PLA PHIL1001 10 SS 

Issues in Feminist Philosophy V71FEM PHIL1005 10 AS 

Applied Ethics V71APE PHIL1006 10 SS 

History of Western Philosophy V71HWP PHIL1008 10 AS 

The Existence of God V71EOG PHIL1009 10 SS 

Introduction to Ethics V71ITE PHIL1010 10 AS 

Philosophy of the Contemporary World V71PCW PHIL1011 10 AS 

Stage 2 

Compulsory 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Quantum World F32CO2 PHYS2001 20 YL 

Thermal & Statistical Physics F32CO3 PHYS2002 20 YL 

Classical Fields F32CO4 PHYS2003 20 YL 

Options 

Choose three from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

The Nature of Meaning V72NOM PHIL2004 20 AS 

Special Topic in the History of Philosophy V72HIS PHIL2005 20 AS 

Normative Ethics V72ETH PHIL2007 20 AS 

Knowledge & Justification V72KAJ PHIL2010 20 AS 

Being, Becoming & Reality V72BBR PHIL2011 20 AS 

Topics in Asian Philosophy V72IAP PHIL2015 20 AS 

Mind & Consciousness V72MND PHIL2006 20 SS 

Social Philosophy V72SOC PHIL2008 20 SS 

Freedom & Obligation V72FAO PHIL2013 20 SS 

An Introduction to Contemporary Metaethics V72CME PHIL2012 20 SS 

Philosophy of Art V72ART PHIL2013 20 SS 

Philosophy of Science: Form Positivism to 
Postmodernism  

V72POS PHIL2014 20 SS 

Stage 3 

Compulsory 

Module Module Code New Code  Credits  Timing 

Atoms, Photons & Fundamental 
Particles 

F33CO6 PHYS3001 20 YL 

Project 

Choose one from 

Module Module Code New Code  Credits  Timing 

Physics Project A F33PJA PHYS3003 20 YL 

Physics Project B F33PJB PHYS3004 20 YL 

Dissertation V73DS1 PHIL3002 20 AS 

Dissertation V73DS2 PHIL3001 20 SS 

 

Options 

Choose 40-60 credits from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Advanced Topics in the Philosophy of Mind V73PID PHIL3003 20 SS 
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Marx V73MAR PHIL3008 20 SS 

Language, Metaphysics & Metametaphysics V73NNK PHIL3009 20 AS 

Advanced Logic V73ALL PHIL3011 20 SS 

Buddhist Philosophy V73BUD PHIL3014 20 AS 

God & Money V83402 PHIL3023 20 SS 

Communicating Philosophy V73CMP PHIL3015 20 AS 

Taking Utilitarianism Seriously V73UTI PHIL3016 20 AS 

Philosophy of Criminal Law V73PCL PHIL3018 20 SS 

Advanced Topics in Meta-Ethics V73TOV PHIL3020 20 SS 

Philosophy of Sex V73PSX PHIL3021 20 AS 

Topic in the Philosophy of Science V73TPS PHIL3022 20 AS 

and 20-40 credits from 

Module Module 
Code 

New Code  Credits  Timing 

Introduction to Solid State Physics F33CO7 PHYS3002 20 YL 

Introduction to Cosmology F34COS PHYS4003 10 AS 

The Politics, Perception & Philosophy of 
Physics  

F34PPP PHYS4032 10 AS 

Appendix D - Excluded Modules 
The following modules run by other schools are not available to students on Single Honours 

Physics programmes. 

Module Code Module Title 

C74BAS Statistics 

D224E1 Computing Techniques 

F11PPC Foundation Physics for Chemists 

G11CAL Calculus† 

G11LMA Linear Mathematics† 

G12DIF Differential Equations and Fourier Analysis 

G12IMP Introduction to Mathematical Physics† 

G12VEC Vector Calculus† 

G51PRG Introduction to Programming 

HG1CLA Calculus and Linear Algebra 

HG1EM1 Engineering Mathematics 1 

HG1EM2 Engineering Mathematics 2 

HG1FNC Foundation Mathematics 

HG1MC1 Mathematics for Chemistry 1 

HG1MC2 Mathematics for Chemistry 2 

HG1M11 Engineering Mathematics 1 

HG1M12 Engineering Mathematics 2 

HG1M01 Calculus and its Applications 

HG1M02 Applied Algebra for Engineers 

HG2M13 Differential Equations and Calculus for Engineers 

HG2MPS Probabilistic and Statistical Techniques for Engineers 

MM1TF1 Thermodynamics & Fluid Mechanics 1 

MM2CPM Computer Programming 
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N11124 Quantitative Methods 1a 

N11127 Quantitative Methods 1b 

†While not available to single-honours Physics students, these modules are core for Mathematical 

Physics. 

Appendix E - Progression Rules 
Progression means moving from one stage (i.e. year) of a course to the next. There are two sets of 

progression rules that you have to satisfy to progress: the general University rules and the specific 

(so-called supplementary) regulations for your particular programme. If you do not satisfy all of the 

conditions relevant to your programme you will need to take some re-assessments (see below). 

University Rules 

The University progression rules that apply to all programmes are summarized here. If you have 

pass marks (i.e. at least 40%) in all modules then you automatically progress.  

If you have some marks below 40% you can still progress if you satisfy one of the following: 

a. you have passed modules worth at least 80 credits and have a weighted average for the 

stage of at least 40% with no module marks of less than 30%; 

b.  you have passed modules worth at least 100 credits and have a weighted average for the 

stage of at least 50%; 

c. you have passed modules worth at least 90 credits, have marks of 30% or more in modules 

worth at least 110 credits, and have a weighted average for the stage of at least 45%. 

Supplementary Regulations 

There will be supplementary regulations that you need to satisfy at each stage of most Physics 

programmes. These are listed in the table below. 

B.Sc. Programmes 
Programmes Supplementary Regulations 

B.Sc. Physics (F300),  
B.Sc. Physics with Medical Physics (F350), Physics with 
Nanoscience (F390),  
B.Sc. Physics with Astronomy (F3F5) 

Year 1 – Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 2 – Pass F32EX2 

Year 3 – Pass Project (F33PJA, F33PJB, F33PJU) 

Physics with Theoretical Physics (F344),  
Physics with Theoretical Astrophysics (F346) 

Year 1 – Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 3 – Pass Project (F33PJA, F33PJB, F33PJU) 

Physics with European Language (F3R9) 
 
Students who fail to progress because of the language 
requirements or who do not pass the year abroad will be 
allowed to transfer to the B.Sc. Single Honours Physics 
programme. 

Year 1 - Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 2 - Pass F32EX2, and obtain a year average of at 

least 55% and  

either 

obtain passes in two European language modules at 
stage 3 (level B) with an average mark of 55% 
or 

take at least two language modules higher than stage 3 
and pass with average marks of at least 50%. 

Year 3 – Pass the year abroad.  
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Year 4 – Pass Project (F33PJA, F33PJB, F33PJU) 

Mathematical Physics (F326) Year 1 - Pass all modules 

Year 3 – Pass Project (F33PJA, F33PJB, F33PJU, 
G14PJA, G14PJS) 

Physics & Philosophy (FV35) None 

M.Sci. Programmes 

Students who fail to progress on M.Sci. programmes will be allowed to transfer to the same stage 

of the corresponding B.Sc. degree. Their progression will then be decided by the rules for that 

programme. Students who do not progress at the end of stage 2 will be considered for graduation 

with the corresponding B.Sc. 

Programmes Regulations 

Physics (F303) 
Physics with Medical Physics (F371) 
Physics with Nanoscience (F391) 
Physics with Astronomy (F3FM) 

Year 1 - Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 2 - Pass F32EX2 and obtain a year-average of at 

least 55% at the first attempt. 

Year 3 - Pass F33PJB (or PJU) 

Year 4 – Pass all 20-credit block modules. Pass Project 
(F34PJM) 

Physics with Theoretical Physics (F340) 
Physics with Theoretical Astrophysics (F345) 

Year 1 - Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 2 - Obtain a year-average of at least 55% at the first 
attempt 

Year 3 - Pass F33PJB (or PJU)  

Year 4 – Pass all 20-credit block modules. Pass Project 
(F34PJM) 

Physics with European Language (F3RX) 
 
Students who fail to progress because of the language 
requirements or who do not pass the year abroad will be 
allowed to transfer to the B.Sc. Single Honours Physics 
programme. 

Year 1 - Pass F31CO1, F31COM, F31EX1, F31QP1, 
HG1MPA 

Year 2 - Pass F32EX2 and obtain a year-average of at 
least 60% and 

either  

obtain a pass in the European Language examination at 
stage 3 (level B) with a mark of 55% or above,  

or  

take at least one year's language course at a higher 
stage than stage 3 and pass with a mark of 50% or 
above. 

Year 3 – Pass the Year Abroad 

Year 4 – Pass all 20-credit block modules. Pass Project 
(F34PJM) 

Mathematical Physics (F325) Year 1 – Pass all modules 

Year 2 - obtain a year-average of at least 55% at the first 
attempt. 

Year 3 - Pass F33PJB (or PJU). 

Year 4 – Pass Project (F34YY7) 

Re-Assessments 

If you do not progress after the June examination period (unless it is because you have not met the 

year-average requirements for M.Sci. programmes) you are entitled to be re-assessed in any 

module in which you did not obtain a pass mark. For most modules the re-assessment will take the 
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form of a resit exam. These take place at the end of August. For some modules, the re-

assessment may take the form of coursework which must be submitted by a date around the same 

time.  

Following the resit period, we will recalculate your average using the resit marks where they are 

higher than the original and, provided you now meet the progression requirements listed above, 

you will progress to the next stage.  

The resit marks are only used for progression purposes. When your degree classification is 

determined at the end of your course, only the original (first attempt) marks will be used. 
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If you do not progress using the resit marks but your year average is at least 40% and you have 

pass marks in at least 80 credits, you will be eligible to a second resit, otherwise your course will 

be terminated. 
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Appendix F - How We Calculate Your Final Degree Class 
The class of Degree you are awarded depends on your performance in all years except the first 

(‘Qualifying’) year. The way in which the final mark is calculated for the different courses is 

summarised below.  

Within a given year, each module makes a contribution to the final average for that year that is 

proportional to the number of credits for that module. In other words, all 10-credit modules are 

equally important. Using this rule we can then take all your module marks and calculate your 

average overall mark for each of the second, third and, where applicable, fourth years. The 

averages for each year are then combined according to the percentage weightings given in the 

following table.  

Bear in mind that it is your original (first-sit) mark that is used in calculating your degree 

class. Resit marks are only used for progression purposes and do not count towards your 

degree. 

Year weightings for students graduating in July 2018 are given in the table below.   

Degree Course Percentage Weighting of Final Mark 

Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 

BSc Physics 33 67  

BSc Physics with Astronomy 33 67  

BSc Physics with Medical Physics 33 67  

BSc Physics with European Language 33  - 67 

BSc Physics with Theoretical Physics 33 67  

BSc Physics with Theo. Astrophysics 33 67  

BSc Physics with Nanoscience 33 67  

BSc Physics and Philosophy 33 67  

BSc Mathematical Physics 33 67  

MSci Physics 20 40 40 

M.Sci. Physics with Science Education 20 40 40 

MSci Physics with Astronomy 20 40 40 

MSci Physics with Medical Physics 20 40 40 

MSci Physics with European Language 25 25 50 

MSci Physics with Theoretical Physics  20 40 40 

MSci Physics with Theo Astrophysics  20 40 40 

MSci Physics with Nanoscience 20 40 40 

MSci Mathematical Physics 20 40 40 

 

The final weighted average, rounded to the nearest integer, is then used to determine the degree 

classification according to the University scheme: 

Mark Range 40-49% 50-59% 60-69% ≥70% 

Degree Class III II(ii) II(i) I 

Students with overall marks of 48, 49, 58, 59, 68 or 69 are considered for promotion to the next 

higher class. For such ‘borderline’ candidates, the distribution of module marks is considered 

according to an algorithm which counts the number of credits above and below the borderline. If 

the number of credits above the borderline is greater (or equal) in the final year alone or in the final 

two years combined, then the higher class is awarded. 
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It may be that your final mark is below 40%, in which case you cannot graduate with an Honours 

Degree. You might, nevertheless, satisfy the requirements for a Pass Degree provided that you 

can achieve an overall mark of 40% after resits. 

Note that module marks and the final average used to determine your degree classification are 

integers. All other quantities, including year averages, are held as real numbers (although the 

transcripts produced at the end of each year round the year averages to one decimal place). 

Appendix G – Tutoring Statement 
The school values the work of tutors in providing both academic and pastoral support to all 

students. The outcomes of Tutoring, as defined by the University are met in the ways outlined 

below. 

1. Each student is assigned a Personal Tutor who is a member of academic staff. One of the 

roles of the Tutor is to give advice on academic matters, including the selection of option 

modules and possible changes of course.  A student will meet individually with their Tutor at 

least three times a year to review progress and future plans. Students on Physics-with 

programmes are assigned a tutor whose research area matches their chosen sub-

discipline. Each first-year tutor group is assigned a higher year student to act as their 

mentor for at least the first term to help them acclimatise to the school.  

2. A student will, barring changes due to study leave and staff turnover, retain the same 

personal Tutor throughout the duration of their course. Hence, the Tutor will have a well-

developed individual relationship with the student. Tutor groups meet with their tutor once a 

week in the first year for a range of academic activities. A smaller number of group tutorials 

take place during the second and third year of the course. All Physics students carry out a 

project in their third year and so will develop a working relationship with their project 

supervisor. M.Sci. students will work closely with a range of staff in their final year in the 

student-centred modules and in the major research project. All members of the school are 

invited to attend the regular masterclass sessions (formally linked to the Frontiers in 

Physics module) and to stay for a social event afterwards. The School actively supports the 

student Physical Society, PhysSoc, and strongly encourages academic staff to attend 

jointly organized events. 

3. One of the roles of the personal Tutor is to aid and encourage the student’s personal 

development. Students are required to present their solutions to problems in academic 

tutorial sessions, aiding both their problem solving and presentation skills. A number of the 

group tutorial sessions in years 1 & 2 are set aside specifically for academic/professional 

development activities linked into activities occurring within core modules. The development 

of communication skills is integral to the M.Sci. programme and is addressed specifically in 

the project module F33PJB. This module is open to all B.Sc. students. 

4. Students receive detailed feedback from assessors in the teaching laboratories. Feedback 

is moderated by the module convenors to ensure consistency and quality. The feedback is 

linked to the specific assessment criteria. Feedback on first-year coursework is provided by 

Tutors in tutorial sessions. Feedback on second and third year core coursework is also 

provided by Tutors when students collect their marked work. The school adheres to the 

University guideline that feedback be provided within 15 working days of the formal 

deadline. For the continuously assessed work in the fourth year, it is normally expected that 

feedback is provided within 10 working days. Generic feedback on examinations is 

accessible from the school’s community Moodle page. Students are entitled to individual 

feedback on their examination performance from the marker which includes sight of the 
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marked exam script. For January examinations this is provided early in the Spring Term. 

For the May/June exams this is provided early in the summer vacation for students who 

have resits and in week 1 of the following session for all other students. 

5. Students experiencing difficulties with first-year modules can expect to receive support from 

their personal Tutor. Students experiencing difficulties with core second year modules are, 

additionally, invited to attend drop-in sessions staffed by selected staff with relevant 

expertise. Students having problems with third year core and option modules can expect to 

receive support from the module convenor. Students having more general problems with 

their programme of study should discuss matters with their personal Tutor who may refer 

them on for more specialized support. 

6. Tutors are encouraged to develop study skills during the weekly academic tutorials in year 

1. Specific Study Skills sessions are organized in week 1 and throughout the year. 

Professional Development events are scheduled throughout the first two years as part of 

the Tutorial provision. 

7. The school has clear procedures for dealing with extenuating circumstances, long-term 

health condition and disabilities. These are publicised in the student handbook and posted 

on the school community Moodle page. Students are told that their first port of call is their 

personal tutor who can direct them to appropriate specialist support within the school and 

the wider university, in particular they will refer students to the local Welfare Manager as 

necessary. The Senior Tutor is always prepared to meet with students to discuss issues 

affecting their study. Two female members of staff have been specifically designated as 

special Tutors to female students (who make up roughly 20% of the Physics cohort). A 

member of staff has been designated to act as special tutor (in addition to the personal 

tutor) for non HEU students. The DLO is always prepared to meet with students with long-

term conditions. The implementation and monitoring of study and assessment adjustments 

is overseen by the Student Support Group which includes the Senior Tutor, the Disability 

Liaison Officer and the Welfare Manager. The contact information for the members of the 

Student Support Group are clearly publicised in the student handbook, the School 

community Moodle page and posters prominently displayed around the school. 

8. The school has an established programme of career development events supported by the 

expectation that Tutors will give constructive advice on student CV’s. All students are 

expected to attend a one day team building event at the start of year 3 which aims to 

develop their awareness of group working in preparation for project and other group work in 

the third and fourth years. The event operates in the same way as graduate assessment 

centre events in order to prepare students for making job applications. All final year 

students are invited to an information session on postgraduate study. A range of summer 

placements are available within the school for students at the end of their second and third 

years. 

9. Students are encouraged to participate in the School’s Career Development programme. 

This is linked into Tutorial sessions in year 2 which aims to encourage students to enhance 

and appreciate their professional skills. Participation in the Nottingham Advantage Award 

scheme is actively promoted. 

10. Any student who wishes to change their course is expected to discuss this fully with their 

Tutor. Where the school believes that the proposed transfer is unwise, the student will be 

required to meet with the Senior Tutor. Any student who wishes to suspend their course or 

withdraw from it entirely will need to meet with the Senior Tutor. 

11.  The School’s Year-Abroad Liaison Officers will discuss their preparation with the students, 

including the selection of modules at the overseas institution. Guidance notes compiled with 

the assistance of students who have completed their year-abroad are published on the 
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Year 2 Moodle page. One of the admin staff has specific responsibility for liaising with year-

abroad students both before and during their placement. 

12.  The school has a clear policy on extenuating circumstances which are published in the 

student handbook and available on the School Community Moodle page. Tutors are 

expected to be fully conversant with the procedures. Tutors and relevant admin staff are 

provided with a Tutor’s Handbook to support them. 

13. All teaching within the school is as inclusive as possible. Student who require additional 

adjustments will meet with the DLO early in the session to discuss the support which they 

will receive in the forthcoming year. The DLO will ensure that material to be provided to 

such students is available in good time. 

14. The University complaints and appeals procedures are described in the student handbook 

and in the Tutor’s Handbook. 

My Tutor Questions 

This a short list of frequently asked questions and the responses relevant to students in the School 

of Physics and Astronomy 

Question  Answer  

1. How do I know who my tutor 

is?  

 

A list of Tutors, Shadow Tutors and Tutees can be accessed from 

the School’s Community Moodle page at 

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resou

rce/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf. 

2. How often will I meet 

him/her?  

 

 

In all years, you will meet individually with your Personal Tutor at 

least three times a year.  

In year 1 you will also meet with your Tutor for weekly group 

academic tutorials.  

Group tutorials are less frequent in year 2 & 3. 

3. What is the job of a personal 

tutor?  

 

 

To provide academic and pastoral support to students 

To act as a gateway to the broad range of specialist support 

mechanisms within the school and the wider University. 

To provide feedback to students on their progress and on specific 

items of coursework 

To encourage students to undertake personal and academic 

development activities and to enhance their employability. 

4. Will they advise me on my 

coursework, and give me 

feedback about my marks? 

When will this happen?  

 

 

 

Your personal tutor will generally give you constructive criticism of 

any formative coursework but will not give hints on assessed 

coursework until after the cut-off date for submission has passed.  

Your personal tutor will discuss any marked coursework with you 

and provide a commentary on where marks have been gained and 

lost.  

Your Tutor will discuss your module marks with you on the day 

they are released (or soon thereafter) and discuss any 

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf
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consequences they have for your progression and module 

selection.  

5. I am a joint honours student 

– who is my tutor?  

 

 

 

 

 

If you are on the Joint-Honours Physics and Philosophy course, 

your Personal Tutor will be in Physics. You will also have access 

to a Joint Honours Liaison Tutor in Philosophy. 

Mathematical Physics students have a personal Tutor in Physics 

but will have an academic Tutor in Maths as well in the first year.  

CMP students have a personal Tutor in Chemistry but will also 

have a tutor in Physics.  

Natural Science students will have a personal Tutor who is a 

member of staff from one of their chosen pathways, but will have 

an Academic Tutor from Physics in years 1-3.  

6. Should I go to my tutor if I 

have personal circumstances 

affecting my studies? Are my 

discussions confidential?  

In the first instance, your Personal Tutor is the right person to 

approach. Your Tutor will probably need to discuss any issues that 

you raise with the Senior Tutor. In general we do not guarantee 

absolute confidentiality, but information is only passed to those 

who need it: normally the Senior Tutor, Head of School and the 

Examinations Officer.  

7. I have a disability – who 

should I talk to?  

You may wish to discuss the matter with your Tutor but, if you 

have not previously disclosed this, you will also need to arrange to 

meet with the School’s Disability Liaison Officer (DLO).  

8. I think I might be dyslexic – is 

it my tutor that I go to?  

If you believe that you may be dyslexic you should contact the 

School’s DLO but you should also arrange to see a Dyslexia 

Support Tutor via dyslexia-support@nottingham.ac.uk .  

9. I don’t get on with my Tutor 

what shall I do?  

If you feel that you cannot build a good relationship with your 

assigned Tutor, you should contact the Senior Tutor to discuss a 

change.  

10. How do I contact my tutor 

urgently?  

 

 

E-mail is probably best, but a list of telephone numbers can be 

found on the School web-pages.  

The Student Service Centre (UP East, at the end of the  main 

Physics Building) will usually be able to help you make contact 

with your Tutor or their shadow in an emergency.  

11. Is there someone else in the 

School I can go to?  

The Student Service Centre (UP East, at the end of the main 

Physics Building) is the first port of call for all student problems. 

The administrative staff are always happy to give support and can 

help you contact your Personal Tutor. 

Each Tutor has a designated shadow (see the tutorial list at 

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resou

rce/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf) who you can approach if your 

Tutor is away or you are unable to contact them. 

mailto:dyslexia-support@nottingham.ac.uk
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1617.pdf
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In the event that the admin staff in the support centre cannot 

contact your tutor or their shadow, they will help you to make 

contact with the Senior Tutor or another member of the Student 

Support Group. 

12. I am thinking of changing 

course, should I go to my tutor?  

 

Your personal Tutor will be able to advise you on the potential 

consequences of any change in course. If the school feels that the 

change you wish to make might be unwise you will need to speak 

to the Senior Tutor.  

13. I am thinking of leaving 

University, who should I speak 

to?  

You should arrange to see the Senior Tutor.  

14. I have extenuating 

circumstances which have 

affected my study, who should I 

speak to?  

 

 

In the first instance you should meet with your Tutor to discuss the 

issues that are affecting you. Your Tutor will keep a record of your 

discussions and will probably pass on their substance to the 

Senior Tutor.  

Where you believe that the circumstances have affected your 

performance on assessed coursework or examinations, your Tutor 

will help you to complete an Extenuating Circumstances form and 

advise you on what kind of supporting evidence you will need to 

supply.  

15. I wish to appeal against an 

Exam Board decision, who 

should I speak to? 

You should contact the School’s Examinations Officer or, if 

unavailable, the Senior Tutor, who will explain the appeals 

procedure.  

16. If I can’t get in touch with 

my tutor who is my next port of 

call? 

Many members of staff will have research activities that take place 

in laboratory spaces, they will not always be in their offices. If you 

have tried to find your Tutor without success you should try the 

following, in turn. 

1. Go to the local Student Service Centre (UP East, at the 
end of the main Physics building). The staff there should 
be able to make contact with your Tutor and get a 
message to them; 

2. Email your Tutor to request a meeting - your Tutor should 
respond within 24 hours. 

3. Contact your Tutor’s shadow (see the tutorial list at 
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod
_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1718.pdf) to arrange to 
meet with them. 

4. Contact the Senior Tutor by email to arrange a meeting, 
again the ST will respond within 24 hours. 

17. Are there set times when 

my tutor is available?  

 

Apart from agreed tutorial sessions, there are no set office hours. 

Generally it is best to email your Tutor in advance to arrange a 

mutually convenient time. If you turn up unexpectedly with an 

http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1718.pdf
http://moodle.nottingham.ac.uk/pluginfile.php/3206549/mod_resource/content/3/Tutor_List_1718.pdf
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urgent problem, your Tutor will try to see you but may ask you to 

return a short time later.  

18. I don’t understand my 

marks, who do I speak to?  

 

You should begin by discussing the marks with your Tutor. For 

coursework marks, your tutor will be able to interpret your marks 

or arrange for you to meet with the relevant coursework organizer. 

For examination marks, you should contact the relevant module 

convenor during the exam feedback week. The convenor will be 

able to go through your examination script with you. 

19. I am struggling with a 

module – who do I speak to?  

 

For first-year and second year core modules, you can expect your 

Tutor to be able to give you general support.  

Additional support for the second year core modules is available in 

the weekly drop-in sessions. These are advertised on the second 

year Moodle page. 

For third year core modules, year 2 and year 3 options and all 

fourth year modules, you should contact the module convenor for 

support.  

20. I’ve received a letter about 

plagiarism, who should I speak 

to? 

You should contact your Personal Tutor immediately. The letter 

will almost certainly invite you to a meeting with the Senior Tutor. 

The letter will give you explicit instructions about how to finds the 

relevant regulations and suggest that you contact the Student’s 

Union Advice Centre. You may wish to ask an Education Advisor 

from the SU to come to the meeting with you. 

Appendix H - Services For Students Who Have a Disability or a Long-

Term Medical Condition 
 

At the University of Nottingham we are strongly committed to equality of opportunity for all our 

students. We welcome disabled and dyslexic students and aim to ensure that, as far as possible, 

appropriate support is offered to meet your needs. 

Full information on the range of support and services available for students is available at 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices  

Disclosure and confidentiality 

We will respect the confidential nature of information you provide and act in accordance with data 

protection regulations. Confidential information will only be shared within the University on a need-

to-know basis. 

If you have a disability, dyslexia or other Specific Learning Difficulties (SpLDs), we would strongly 

encourage you to make early contact with us, before submitting your application. 

Knowing about your requirements in advance can help us to prepare and arrange support in time 

for the start of your course. 

We would therefore encourage you to disclose your disability or SpLDs to us as soon as possible. 

Failure to do so may affect our ability to make some of the adjustments that you require. 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices
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For more information about confidentiality and disclosure, please see: 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/ 

disclosureandconfidentialitypolicy.aspx . 

Eligibility 

If you are disabled or have a long term medical condition, you will need to provide evidence from a 

medical professional (such as a GP, consultant or specialist nurse) in order to access our services 

and support. For more information about our medical evidence policy, please see: 

www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/medicalevidencepol

icy.aspx . 

If you are dyslexic, you will need to provide a report, in English, from an educational 

psychologist or a specialist teacher, dated after your 16th birthday. If you have dyspraxia or 

AD(H)D, or other Specific Learning Difficulties you will need to have a letter or report from a 

suitable, qualified professional; for example, an educational or occupational psychologist or 

medical practitioner. 

What we can offer you…  

Academic Support (AS) and Disability Support (DS) 

Academic Support (comprising Dyslexia Support and Study Support) and the Disability Support 

Team are located in the Student Services Centre (SSC), in Portland Building on University Park, 

and by appointment on our Jubilee and Sutton Bonington campuses, as well as other teaching 

sites.  

We can assist with queries regarding: 

 support in making the transition to University; 

 liaison with your School or department about any impact your condition may have on the study 

elements of your course;  

 recommendations to academic staff for reasonable adjustments in teaching recommendations and 

referral for adjustments to examinations and assessment access to alternative formats such as 

Braille and large print; 

 residential accommodation – adapted study bedrooms; 

 accessible transport around and between campuses; 

 applying for Disabled Students’ Allowances. 

Academic Support also provides support for students who wish to develop their strategies for 

academic writing and time management. 

If you would like to contact us please phone the Student Services Centre on  

(0115) 9513710  

or email  disability-support@nottingham.ac.uk 

or   dyslexia-support@nottingham.ac.uk 

 

The University of Nottingham ACCESS Centre (UNAC), in the Student Services Centre, provides 

assessments for students who have applied for Disabled Students' Allowances. 

Disability Liaison Officers (DLO) 

The School appoints Disability Liaison Officers, who provide a point of reference, advice and 

guidance for members of staff and students in the School about student disability issues and 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/studentdisclosureandconfidentialitypolicy.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/studentdisclosureandconfidentialitypolicy.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/medicalevidencepolicy.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/disabilitysupport/medicalevidencepolicy.aspx
mailto:disability-support@nottingham.ac.uk
mailto:dyslexia-support@nottingham.ac.uk
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support. The DLOs are part of a network that meets regularly to share information and good 

practice. DLOs liaise with both the Academic Support and the Disability Support Teams, as 

necessary, in relation to individual students and general policies and procedures.  

If you have any requirements or concerns talk in the first instance to your DLO - or contact your 

personal tutor.  

The school’s Disability Liaison Officer (DLO) is Dr Oleg Makarovskiy

Appendix I - Academic Misconduct 
We expect all students to behave with honesty and professionalism because science is built on 

these qualities. Failure to live up to the expected standards constitutes academic misconduct 

which, when detected, is subject to a range of penalties. 

The principles and procedures associated with academic misconduct are described in the 

University’s Quality Manual4 which is updated periodically. The manual notes that  

“The academic enterprise at the University of Nottingham, whether scholarship, research 

or innovation, is based on the values of academic integrity, honesty and trust. “ 

It further warns that 

“Any improper activity or behaviour by a student which may give that student, or another 

student, an unpermitted academic advantage in a summative assessment is considered 

to be an act of academic misconduct and unacceptable in a scholarly community. Such 

action(s) will be considered under these Regulations and this may lead to a penalty being 

imposed.” 

Further it notes that 

“Students are expected to take responsibility for the integrity of their own work, including 

asking for clarification where necessary.” 

and 

“Instances of academic misconduct and any penalty awarded may be referred to in 

student references or notified to an accrediting body.” 

Plagiarism 

This is defined to be representing another person’s work or ideas as one’s own, for example by 

failing to follow convention in acknowledging sources, use of quotation marks etc. This includes the 

unauthorised use of one student’s work by another student and the commissioning, purchase and 

submission of a piece of work, in part or whole, as the student’s own. 

A proof-reader may be used to ensure that the meaning of the author is not misrepresented due to 

the quality and standard of English used. A proof-reader may identify spelling and basic grammar 

errors. Inaccuracies in academic content should not be corrected nor should the structure of the 

piece of work be changed; doing so may result in a charge of plagiarism. 

 

                                                           
4 http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/academic-misconduct.aspx  

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/qualitymanual/assessmentandawards/academic-misconduct.aspx
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Recycling 

The multiple submission by a student of their own material is not, in itself, considered as academic 

misconduct at Nottingham. Other institutions have a rather less liberal view on this and it not good 

practice to re-use your own work without at least citing it in the same way as you would cite anyone 

else’s work that you use. Submission of material that has been submitted on a previous occasion 

for a different summative assessment is unlikely to be academically appropriate.  The merit of such 

material will therefore be a matter of academic judgement and it will attract fewer (or no) marks 

than would have been the case if it had not been assessed previously.  

Collusion 

This is defined as cooperation in order to gain an unpermitted advantage. This  may occur where 

students have consciously collaborated on a piece of work, in part or whole, and passed it off as 

their own individual efforts or where one student has authorised another to use their work, in part 

or whole, and to submit it as their own. Allowing someone else to copy your work is regarded as 

collusion. 

Note: legitimate input from University tutors or approved readers or scribes is not considered to be 

collusion. 

Misconduct in examinations (including in-class tests).  

This includes, for example, when an examination candidate: 

 copies from the examination script of another candidate; 

 obtains or offers any other improper assistance from or to another candidate (or any other person 

unless an approved reader or scribe); 

 has with them any unauthorised book (including mathematical tables), manuscript or loose papers of 

any kind, unauthorised electronic devices (including mobile telephones) or any source of 

unauthorised information [see the University’s Examination Guidance for further information]; 

 allows himself/herself to be impersonated or when any person impersonates another examination 

candidate.  

Fabrication and Falsification 

This is the presentation of fabricated data, results, references, evidence or other material or 

misrepresentation of the same. Including, for example: 

 claiming to have carried out experiments, observations, interviews or other forms of research which 

a student has not , in fact, carried out; 

 claiming to have obtained results or other evidence which have not, in fact, been obtained; 

Procedures for Academic Misconduct 

If you are suspected of academic misconduct then, in the first instance, you will be asked to meet 

with the Senior Tutor and the Convenor of the module in which the misconduct is believed to have 

occurred. You will be asked to give an explanation and an opportunity to present your side of the 

matter. A decision will normally be taken at that point on whether or not an academic offence has 

occurred.  

If it is decided that an offence occurred and this is a first-offence then an appropriate penalty will be 

suggested and you will be asked to sign a declaration accepting that penalty. A record of the 

offence and the imposed penalty will be retained and may be referred to in any subsequent 

references written for you.  

If you are unwilling to accept the decision that an offence occurred or that the penalty is 

appropriate the matter will be referred to the University Academic Offences Committee. If this is not 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/currentstudents/examinations/examinationguidance.aspx
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your first offence then the matter will automatically be referred to the Academic Offences 

Committee.

Appendix J – Appeals & Complaints Procedures 

Appeals 

There are a limited number of situations in which the University allows you to make an appeal 

against a decision made by the Board of Examiners. The three grounds for appeal are: 

a. that parts of the documented assessment procedure were not applied and that this 

procedural irregularity which has disadvantaged the student was significant enough to 

have materially affected the decision/recommendation made, rendering it unsound; 

b. that the decision-making body took a decision which no reasonable person would find 

comprehensible. Disagreement with the decision does not make it manifestly 

unreasonable. To apply this ground you must provide substantive argumentation as to why 

no reasonable person could have arrived at the decision that was made; 

c. that prejudice or bias on the part of one or more of the Examiners took place and can 

be proven (evidence must accompany the submission). 

The procedure for making an appeal can be found 

www.nottingham.ac.uk/AcademicServices/CurrentStudents/AcademicAppeals.aspx  

You are strongly encouraged to discuss the matter with your Tutor or one of the Student Union 

Education Reps before making an appeal. 

Complaints 

If you have a complaint about any aspect of your course, you should, in the first instance, discuss 

the problem with your tutor. If you do not feel comfortable approaching your tutor, perhaps because 

it is he or she who has given rise to the complaint, you should arrange to speak to the Senior 

Tutor. The Senior Tutor will also help if the matter is urgent and your tutor is not available. If your 

complaint concerns a member of staff or is of a confidential nature you may wish to approach the 

Head of School directly. He has an ‘Open Door’ policy and is happy to see you at any time. If the 

Head of School is the subject of your complaint, you should request a meeting with the Dean of the 

Faculty of Science.  

When difficulties arise it is always best to attempt to deal with them in as informal a way as 

possible. If, however, after discussion, you feel the matter has not been appropriately addressed 

you should put the complaint in writing to the Head of School. You may wish to consult the UNU 

Student Advice Centre before doing this. When making a written complaint, try to give as much 

information as possible, including the steps you have already taken to solve the problem. 

Extenuating Circumstances 

If you are unhappy with the outcome of an extenuating circumstances claim, you should arrange to 

meet with the Senior Tutor to discuss the matter. If you believe that the University has failed to 

carry out its duty to act fairly in the application of the Extenuating Circumstances Policy after that 

discussion, you should submit a review request form by email clearly identifying the part(s) of the 

documented Policy which was not followed. You are also advised to contact an Education Adviser 

in the Student Advice Centre for guidance on the appropriate course of action. 

 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/AcademicServices/CurrentStudents/AcademicAppeals.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/academicservices/documents/qmdocuments/extenuating-circumstances-review-request-form-nov-2013.doc
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Appendix K - Health & Safety 
These instructions relate to the Main Building, local variations apply in the Cripps Building (CB) and 

the Sir Peter Mansfield Magnetic Resonance Centre (MR). 

All students must comply with safety regulations laid down in the School Safety Policy at: 

www.nottingham.ac.uk/~ppzphy/safety/Policy.htm and the University Safety Handbook. It is 

important that safe working practices are adopted in the laboratories because some experiments 

have special hazards associated with them, for example high voltages, lasers and cryogenic 

liquids. Where such hazards exist there is the risk of injury to you or others if the correct 

procedures are not followed. 

At the beginning of the session, staff in your laboratory will draw particular experiments to your 

attention where there are known hazards. They will also instruct you on how to perform those 

experiments safely. It should be remembered that most experiments pose some risk unless proper 

care is taken. If in doubt, ask a laboratory demonstrator. 

If an accident or breakage does occur, IT MUST BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY* to a 

demonstrator, or to the laboratory technician. The names of First-Aiders and the location of the 

First Aid boxes are listed on the next page. This information is in the School Safety Policy and is 

also held in each laboratory and in the School Enquiry Office, Room CAPT A112a. Remember that 

you have an equal responsibility with the academic and technical staff to make sure that the 

environment in which you work is safe. 

*It is a legal requirement that all accidents, dangerous occurrences or near-misses be reported 

with the minimum delay. 

Emergencies 

If you discover a FIRE you should: 

1. Activate the nearest Fire Alarm; 

2. Dial 8888 (internal) or 0115 951 8888 (external), the University Emergency Number, 

and state the location of the fire;  

3. Use an appropriate fire extinguisher provided it is safe to do so and you have a 

clear escape route. 

On hearing the Fire Alarm, (intermittent siren – tested at 1000 on Thursday) leave the building 

quickly by the nearest exit. Assemble at the foot of the steps outside the George Green Library, 

clear of the Physics Building. Evacuation refuges are listed at: 

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~ppzphy/safety/Policy.htm#Fire_Refuge. 

Appendix L – Student Services 
Student Services provide a range of support, information and specialist services to enhance your 

student experience and we form part of a comprehensive network of services at the University 

designed to support you throughout your studies.   

Student Services may be contacted via: 

Tel: 0115 74 86500  

Online: Use the inquiry form at: http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/contact-us/index.aspx  

The following form part of the University’s integrated student support and development provision.  

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~ppzphy/safety/Policy.htm
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/contact-us/index.aspx
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Academic Support 

(http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/academicsupport/index.aspx) 

offers support for both students with study difficulties and those who wish to develop their ability to 

study effectively. It also provides specialist academic support for dyslexic students and disabled 

students, and is a recognised Assessment Centre for those who wish to apply for Disabled 

Students' Allowances. 

The Accommodation Office (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/crs/) provides assistance in finding 

suitable accommodation and information relating to the same. 

The Careers and Employability Service (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/) provides support 

for acquiring and improving the knowledge and skills required to manage career development. This 

includes helping students to develop an awareness of potential careers and opportunities for 

further study, as well as effective job-seeking skills. The CCD also offers support and guidance in 

producing effective applications for employment and further study, including, where appropriate, an 

effective CV. 

Financial Support (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/financialsupport) provides information about 

financial matters (including fees, student loans, bursaries and scholarships), as well as access to 

hardship support and information on the same. 

The Counselling Service (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/counselling) provides a free, confidential 

service that enables any student to talk to somebody in confidence about any matter of concern. 

Counsellors are professionally qualified and work within the ethical framework for good practice as 

published by the British Association for Counselling and Psychotherapy. Tel:  +44 (0)115 951 

3695 

The International Office (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/international/) offers support to 

international students on issues such as immigration, employment, finance, personal and family 

concerns, and academic difficulties. 

The Centre For English Language Education (CELE) (http://www.cele.nottingham.ac.uk/) 

provides English language support for international students, including in-sessional language 

courses that students can take in parallel with their degree studies. 

Childcare Services (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/child-care/) offer a broad range of quality child 

care services for both students and staff members of the University. It has two sites: the Nursery 

(located near to the sports centre), and the Playcentre on Science Road, both at University Park. 

Childcare Services Manager: Sue Mellors 

Tel:  +44 (0) 115 951 5222 e-mail: childcareservices@nottingham.ac.uk 

In addition to the above, students may seek assistance from the University Chaplains, 

Cripps Health Centre, a Hall of Residence Warden or Tutor, and the Student Union. 

  

http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/studentservices/supportforyourstudies/academicsupport/index.aspx
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/crs/
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/careers/
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/financialsupport
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/counselling
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/international/
http://www.cele.nottingham.ac.uk/
http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/child-care/
mailto:childcareservices@nottingham.ac.uk
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Appendix M – Important Dates 

Terms  

Autumn Term Monday 25th September 2017 Friday 15th December 2017 

Spring Term Monday 15th January 2018 Friday 23rd March 2018 

Summer Term Monday 23rd April 2018 Friday 22nd June 2018 

Semesters 

Autumn Semester Monday 25th September 2017 Saturday 27th January 2018 

Spring Semester Monday 29th January 2018 Friday 22nd June 2018 

Examinations 

Autumn Semester  Monday 15th January 2018 Saturday 27th January 2018 

Spring Semester  Monday 21st May 2018 Saturday 9th June 2018 

Late Summer Resits Monday 20th August 2018 Wednesday 29th August 2018 

[There are 3 examination sessions: 0900, 1330 & 1630 each day Monday – Saturday] 

Year 4 Blocks 

Block 1 (wks 2-7) Monday 2nd October 2017 Friday 10th November 2017 

Block 2 (wks 8-12 + 17) Monday 20th November 2017 Friday 26th January 2018 

Block 3 (wks 19-24) Monday 29th January 2018 Friday 9th March 2018 

Holidays 

The University is closed on the following dates: 

From Friday 25th December 2017 to Monday 2nd January 2018 (Christmas) 

From Friday 30th March 2018 to Tuesday 3rd April 2018 (Easter) 

Monday 7th May 2018 (Early Spring) 

Monday 28th May 2018 (Late Spring) 

Saturday 25th August 2018 to Monday 27th August 2018 (Late Summer) 

Other Dates 

Deadline for online registration:    6th October 2017 

Deadline for autumn semester module choice: 12th October 2017 

Deadline for spring semester module choice:  9th February 2018 

Ceremonies for the conferment of degrees:  9th -20th July 2018 (Provisional) 

Meetings of the Learning Community Forum (Provisional Dates) 

Wednesday 1st November 2017 at 13.00 in Physics C14 

Tuesday 20th March 2018 at 13.00 on Physics C14 

Wednesday 9th May 2018 at 13.00 in Physics C14 
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Term Dates for Next Session 2018–2019 
Autumn Term Monday 24th September 2018 Friday 14th December 2018 

Spring Term Monday 14th January 2019 Friday 12th April 2019 

Summer Term Monday 13th May 2019 Friday 21st June 2019 

Appendix N - Contact Information 

Useful Telephone Numbers 

To dial in from outside the University in the Nottingham area simply prefix 14xxx, 15xxx or 16xxx 

numbers with 0115 95, and 66xxx numbers with 0115 84; numbers prefixed with 12 or 18 cannot 

be dialled directly from outside. Students’ Union numbers begin with 935. The internal number of 

the Union switchboard is 700: just ask for whom you require.  

 

Useful Numbers 

Contact External (0015) Internal 

Student Support Centre 951 3082 13082 

Accommodation Office     951 3697 13697 

UNU enquiries 846 8800 68800  

Vice-President (Welfare issues)  846 8772 68772  

Women's Officer 846 8800 68800 

Student Advice Centre 846 8730   68730 

Nightline (7 pm to 8 am)    951 4985 14985 

Childcare Services  951 5222  

Chaplaincy 951 3931  13931 

Student Counselling Service   

  

951 3695 13695 

Student Services Centre 951 3710 13710 

Trent Emergency  951 8888 8888  

Trent Security 951 3013 13013  

Cripps Health Centre 846 8888 75 

Lenton Police  948 2999 

Beeston Police  943 0999 

National AIDS Helpline  0800 567 123 

Rape Crisis   941 0440 

Samaritans   941 1111 

Gas Escapes   947 6999 
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Appendix M - MyNottingham Terminology 
The University of Nottingham is introducing a new student records system across its campuses in 

the UK, Malaysia and China.  Students will access the new system through a web portal called 

MyNottingham. 

When MyNottingham is launched in the UK it will introduce some new terminology that you will 

need to understand and become familiar with.  The guide below has been developed to help 

prepare you for this change.  You will receive more information about MyNottingham and what this 

means for you before we launch the system to UK students.  

MyNottingham 
Language  

Current 
Language 

Definition Examples 

Academic Plan Course or 
Programme of 
Study 

An approved plan of study that 
provides a coherent learning 
experience and leads to a 
qualification. 

BSc Nursing – Adult; Chemical 
Engineering MEng; Music and 
Philosophy BA; Brewing Science 
MSc; Law with French and French 
Law BA. 

Accommodation Reasonable 
adjustment 

Learning adjustments for a student’s 
particular circumstances (not a 
reference to living accommodation). 

Alternative examination 
arrangements. 

Advisee Tutee/ 
Student 

A student receiving advice from a 
tutor, supervisor or advisor. 

N/A. 

Career No direct 
equivalent 

Qualification level. Undergraduate, Postgraduate. 

Class  No direct 
equivalent 

An umbrella term for specific units of 
teaching.  

Lectures, seminars or labs. 

Course Module A self-contained, formally-structured 
unit of study, with a coherent and 
explicit set of learning outcomes and 
assessment criteria. 

Applied Ethics, Advanced Financial 
Economics, Biochemistry of Disease, 
Public Health and Epidemiology. 

eDocs No direct 
equivalent 

Electronic document repository for 
documents that are uploaded and 
attached to a student record 

Evidence in support of an 
extenuating circumstances claim etc. 

Financial Aid No direct 
equivalent 

An umbrella term for any 
scholarships, stipends or other 
funding awards given to students. 

Core bursaries, Aspire scholarships, 
industry scholarships etc. 

Session No direct 
equivalent 

A specific teaching period, usually 
one semester but other defined 
teaching periods may exist. 

Autumn Semester, Spring Term etc. 

Term Academic Year A defined period of time, refers to 
the academic year, which runs from 
September to August. 

September 2017 to August 2018. 
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